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Abstract

Channel coding has rapidly developed since the landmark 1948 paper of Claude
Shannon, "A Mathematical Theory of Communication"; it established the
largest rate of reliable data transmission through various channels. The main
challenge since then has been to find the error-correcting codes that come close
to the asymptotic limits. This has been a long journey which includes many
brilliant minds making many beautiful theoretical and practical discoveries.

The beginning of 21st century provided us with many answers about how to
reach these limits. Irregular low-density parity-check codes achieve a capacity
of the binary erasure channel. Polar codes became the first class of codes that
provably achieves capacity of any binary memoryless symmetric channel under
a low-complexity successive cancellation decoding algorithm. Spatially coupled
low-density parity-check (SC-LDPC) codes subsequently followed, being not
only capacity-achieving under low-complexity belief propagation decoding but
also universal, i.e., good for any channel with the same capacity, which is
a stark contrast to polar codes that have channel-dependent construction.
Interestingly, polar and SC-LDPC codes take completely different roads to
capacity, specifically the polarization effect in channel combining and splitting,
and the threshold saturation in iterative message-passing decoding of spatially
coupled codes.

Recent developments give us another way that comes from the code sym-
metry. The Reed-Muller (RM) and extended Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem
(BCH) codes, which are among the oldest families of error-correcting codes with
rich algebraic structure, achieve capacity of erasure channels (and are likely to
achieve capacity universally) under maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding.
And one of the main ingredients of the proof is the automorphism group of
these codes. It is known that short RM and eBCH codes demonstrate excellent
performance under optimum decoding that is close to the finite-length limits.
However, due to the intractability of MAP decoding for non-erasure channels,
we need to develop low-complexity error-correction algorithms. A potentially
fruitful way is to consider these codes as polar-like, although the straightfor-
ward application of successive cancellation decoding algorithm demonstrates
unsatisfactory performance.

In the first part of this thesis, we talk about the performance improvements
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iv Abstract

that an automorphism group of the code brings on board. We propose two
decoding algorithms for the Reed-Muller codes, which are invariant under a
large group of permutations and are expected to benefit the most. The former
is based on plugging the codeword permutations in successive cancellation
decoding, and the latter utilizes the code representation as the evaluations
of Boolean monomials. However, despite the performance improvements, it
is clear that the decoding complexity grows quickly and becomes impractical
for moderate-length codes. In the second part of this thesis, we provide an
explanation for this observation. We use the Boolean polynomial representation
of the code in order to show that polar-like decoding of sufficiently symmetric
codes asymptotically needs an exponential complexity. The automorphism
groups of the Reed-Muller and eBCH codes limit the efficiency of their polar-like
decoding for long block lengths, hence we either should only focus on short codes
or find another way. We demonstrate that asymptotically same restrictions
(although with a slower convergence) hold for more relaxed condition that we
call partial symmetry. The developed framework also enables us to prove that
the automorphism group of polar codes cannot include a large affine subgroup.

In the last part of this thesis, we address a completely different problem.
A device-independent quantum key distribution (DIQKD) aims to provide
private communication between parties and has the security guarantees that
come mostly from quantum physics, without making potentially unrealistic
assumptions about the nature of the communication devices. After the quantum
part of the DIQKD protocol, the parties share a secret key that is not perfectly
correlated. In order to synchronize, some information needs to be revealed
publicly, which makes this formulation equivalent to the asymmetric Slepian-
Wolf problem that can be solved using binary linear error-correction codes. As
any amount of the revealed information reduces the key secrecy, the utilized code
should operate close to the finite-length limits. The channel in consideration is
non-standard and, due to its experimental nature, it can actually slightly differ
from the considered models. In order to solve this problem, we designed a
simple scheme using universal SC-LDPC codes and used in the first successful
experimental demonstration of DIQKD protocol.

Keywords: polar codes, Reed-Muller codes, eBCH codes, capacity-achieving
codes, maximum likelihood decoding, list decoding, device-independent quan-
tum key distribution, spatially-coupled codes, asymmetric Slepian-Wolf prob-
lem.



Résumé

Le codage des canaux s’est rapidement développé depuis l’article historique de
Claude Shannon de 1948, "A Mathematical Theory of Communication" ; il a
établi le plus grand taux de transmission fiable de données par divers canaux.
Le principal défi depuis lors a été de trouver les codes correcteurs d’erreurs
qui se rapprochent des limites asymptotiques. Ce fut un long voyage au cours
duquel de nombreux esprits brillants ont fait de belles découvertes théoriques
et pratiques.

Le début du 21e siècle nous a apporté de nombreuses réponses sur la manière
d’atteindre ces limites. Les codes irréguliers à contrôle de parité à faible densité
atteignent une capacité du canal d’effacement binaire. Les codes polaires sont
devenus la première classe de codes qui atteint de manière prouvée la capacité de
tout canal binaire symétrique sans mémoire sous un algorithme de décodage à
annulation successive de faible complexité. Les codes à contrôle de parité à faible
densité et à couplage spatial (SC-LDPC) ont ensuite suivi, car ils permettent
non seulement d’atteindre la capacité dans le cadre d’un décodage à propagation
de convictions à faible complexité, mais ils sont également universels, c’est-à-
dire qu’ils sont bons pour tout canal ayant la même capacité, ce qui contraste
fortement avec les codes polaires dont la construction dépend du canal. Il
est intéressant de noter que les codes polaires et SC-LDPC empruntent des
voies complètement différentes pour atteindre la capacité, notamment l’effet
de polarisation dans la combinaison et le fractionnement des canaux, et la
saturation du seuil dans le décodage itératif par passage de message des codes
à couplage spatial.

Des développements récents nous donnent une autre voie qui provient de la
symétrie du code. Les codes de Reed-Muller (RM) et les codes étendus de Bose-
Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH), qui font partie des plus anciennes familles de
codes correcteurs d’erreurs avec une structure algébrique riche, atteignent la
capacité des canaux à effacement (et sont susceptibles d’atteindre la capacité
universelle) dans le cadre d’un décodage maximum a posteriori (MAP). Et
l’un des principaux ingrédients de la preuve est le groupe d’automorphisme de
ces codes. On sait que les codes RM et eBCH courts présentent d’excellentes
performances sous décodage optimal proche des limites de longueur finie.
Cependant, en raison de l’intractabilité du décodage MAP pour les canaux non
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vi Résumé

effacés, nous devons développer des algorithmes de correction d’erreur à faible
complexité.Une voie potentiellement fructueuse est de considérer ces codes
comme étant de type polaire, bien que l’application directe de l’algorithme de
décodage par annulation successive démontre une performance insatisfaisante.

Dans la première partie de cette thèse, nous parlons des améliorations de
performance qu’apporte un groupe d’automorphisme du code. Nous proposons
deux algorithmes de décodage pour les codes de Reed-Muller, qui sont invariants
sous un grand groupe de permutations et qui devraient en bénéficier le plus.
Le premier est basé sur l’insertion des permutations de mots de code dans
le décodage par annulations successives, et le second utilise la représentation
du code comme les évaluations de monômes booléens. Cependant, malgré
les améliorations de performance, il est clair que la complexité du décodage
croît rapidement et devient peu pratique pour les codes de longueur moyenne.
Dans la deuxième partie de cette thèse, nous fournissons une explication à
cette observation. Nous utilisons la représentation polynomiale booléenne du
code afin de montrer que le décodage de type polaire de codes suffisamment
symétriques nécessite asymptotiquement une complexité exponentielle. Les
groupes d’automorphisme des codes de Reed-Muller et eBCH limitent l’efficacité
de leur décodage de type polaire pour les grandes longueurs de bloc, et nous
devons donc nous concentrer sur les codes courts ou trouver une autre solution.
Nous démontrons que les mêmes restrictions asymptotiques (bien qu’avec une
convergence plus lente) sont valables pour une condition plus relaxée que nous
appelons symétrie partielle. Le cadre développé nous permet également de
prouver que le groupe d’automorphisme des codes polaires ne peut pas inclure
un grand sous-groupe affine.

Dans la dernière partie de cette thèse, nous abordons un problème complète-
ment différent. Une distribution quantique de clé indépendant du pérephérique
(DIQKD) a pour but de fournir une communication privée entre les parties
et a les garanties de sécurité qui proviennent principalement de la physique
quantique, sans faire des hypothèses potentiellement irréalistes sur la nature
des pérephérique de communication. Après la partie quantique du protocole
DIQKD, les parties partagent une clé secrète qui n’est pas parfaitement corrélée.
Afin de se synchroniser, certaines informations doivent être révélées publique-
ment, ce qui rend cette formulation équivalente au problème asymétrique de
Slepian-Wolf qui peut être résolu à l’aide de codes correcteurs d’erreurs linéaires
binaires. Comme toute quantité d’information révélée réduit le secret de la
clé, le code utilisé doit fonctionner près des limites de longueur finie. Le canal
considéré n’est pas standard et, en raison de sa nature expérimentale, il peut en
fait différer légèrement des modèles considérés. Afin de résoudre ce problème,
nous avons conçu un schéma simple utilisant des codes SC-LDPC universels
et utilisé dans la première démonstration expérimentale réussie du protocole
DIQKD.

Mots clés : codes polaires, codes eBCH, codes de Reed-Muller, le déco-
dage par probabilité maximale, décodage en liste, codes à couplage spatial,
distribution quantique de clé indépendant du pérephérique, codes de capacité
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atteindre, problème asymétrique de Slepian-Wolf.
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Introduction 1
The 21st century is an era of information and digital communication. Today,
the interaction with zillions of intelligent devices has become an essential part
of the daily routine of most human beings; these devices are hidden everywhere,
from mobile phones that we use to connect with each other to smart city
systems that control power plants, water supply, and transportation. Wireless
networks are one of the modern technology cornerstones. They extend our
freedom and broaden our mobility at the cost of being subjected to higher
noise in the communication links compared to wired configurations. There exist
many techniques operating on different abstraction layers of the communication
system model; these techniques target achieving the reliable interaction between
the parties and satisfy additional constraints such as high data throughput,
low latency, and energy consumption.

Channel coding is a crucial component when it comes to dealing with
noise. The general idea can be described as sending some additional data
along with the payload to compensate for the expected corruption during the
transmission. Theoretical foundations of coding date back to 1948 with Claude
Shannon and his landmark paper "A Mathematical Theory of Communication",
in which he established the possibility of virtually error-free transmission
through the noisy channel, as long as the data rate does not exceed a certain
characteristic of the channel, which is called the capacity. The key ingredient
to the recipe of achieving channel capacity is coding. In the remainder of this
chapter, we describe the core concepts and models that are actively used in this
thesis. We then describe the brief history of coding paradigms and conclude by
summarizing our contributions in this thesis.

1
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Source data Information splitting Encoder

Channel

DecoderInformation combiningDestination data

. . . 11010 . . . (u0, . . . , uk−1)

(c0, . . . , cn−1)

(y0, . . . , yn−1)

(u0, . . . , uk−1). . . 11010 . . .

Figure 1.1 – Point-to-point communication system model

1.1 Channel Coding: Main Concepts and
Models

Let us consider the following simple point-to-point communication model that
is demonstrated in Figure 1.1. We have the transmitter that seeks to reliably
send its data to the receiver via the noisy channel. In order to guarantee reliable
communication, the transmitter first splits the data bits into information blocks
of length k and then utilizes a block code C that is known to both parties.
Code C is essentially a rule that maps k-bit information blocks to distinct n-bit
sequences called codewords. A codeword length is often referred to as the block
length of code C, and R = log2 |C|/n is called the rate of C. The code rate is a
measure of how much information per codeword bit can be transmitted using C.
The job of the receiver is to recover, or decode, the original codeword from the
corrupted result of its transmission through the noisy channel. It is typically
assumed that the channel is perfectly known to the receiver.

The celebrated coding theorem of Shannon [1] says that for a channel W
there exists a sequence of rate-R codes C such that the receiver recovers the
original codeword with an arbitrary small probability of failure when the block
length goes to infinity. And this is always possible, as long as R < C(W ), where
C(W ) is the capacity of W and is sometimes referred to as the Shannon limit.
A channel W is characterized by its input X , output Y and the transitional
probabilities given by W (y|x), y ∈ Y , x ∈ X . It will be further assumed that
the channel input is binary and it is convenient to take X = {−1,+1}, instead
of {0, 1}, by mapping 0 to 1 and 1 to -1. We call a channel memoryless if

W (y0, . . . , yn−1|x0, . . . , xn−1) =
n−1∏
i=0

W (yi|xi),

and output-symmetric if W (y| − x) = W (−y|x).

Classic coding theory is mostly centered around three binary memory-
less symmetric (BMS) channel models. Binary erasure channel with erasure
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probability ε, or BEC(ε), has output alphabet Y = X ∪ {ε} and transition
probabilities

W (x|x) = 1− ε,

W (ε|x) = ε,

i.e., the transmitted symbol is left untouched with probability 1 − ε and is
replaced with an erasure symbol ε with probability ε. Binary symmetric
channel with crossover (or bit-flip) probability p, or BSC(p), has output
alphabet Y = X and transition probabilities

W (x|x) = 1− p,

W (−x|x) = p,

i.e., the transmitted symbol is left untouched with probability 1 − p and is
flipped with probability p.

Remark. The capacity of channels BEC(ε) and BSC(p) has very simple
expressions, namely C(BEC(ε)) = 1− ε and C(BSC(p)) = 1− h2(p), where
h2(p) = −p log2(p)− (1− p) log2(1− p) is a binary entropy function.

An Additive white-noise Gaussian channel with noise variance σ2, or
AWGNC(σ2), has output alphabet Y = R and transition probabilities given
by

W (y|x) = 1√
2πσ2

e
−(y−x)2

2σ2 ,

i.e., the received symbol can be expressed as y = x+ η, where x ∈ {−1,+1}
and η is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and variance
σ2. The standard notation to express the noise level in binary-input AWGN
channel is given by a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit Eb/N0 that is defined
as

Eb

N0

= 10 log10
1

2σ2R
,

where R is the rate of code C which is used for the transmission.

The receiver wants to find the most likely codeword that corresponds to the
received sequence. The maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding rule is defined
as

xMAP = argmax
x∈C

W (x|y)

and minimizes the decoding error probability that is sometimes referred to as
frame error rate (FER). In case of uniform distribution on codewords, which is
a typical assumption in the communication system model, MAP decoding is
equivalent to the maximum likelihood (ML) decoding rule that is given by

xML = argmax
x∈C

W (y|x). (1.1)
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In case of BSC and AWGN channels, ML decoding rules admit simpler
reformulations that can be utilized in order to develop practical decoding
algorithms. Specifically, for binary symmetric channel, the ML solution is given
by the codeword with the smallest Hamming distance from the received vector:

xML,BSC = argmin
x∈C

dH(x,y), dH(x,y) =
∑
i

�{xi �= yi},

and for the Gaussian channel the ML codeword has the smallest Euclidean
distance from the received vector:

xML,AWGN = argmin
x∈C

dE(x,y), dE(x,y) =

√∑
i

(xi − yi)
2.

In the case of AWGN channel, it is also convenient to assume that the
decoder does not operate with the received sequence but rather with the
log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of the codeword bits

li =
logW (yi|1)

logW (yi| − 1)
.

1.2 A Brief History of Error-Correcting Codes

The works of Shannon established the theoretical limits of data transmission
but left unsolved the question of how to achieve them in practice. The practical
implementation of a coding scheme is also concerned with the storage space
needed for code description and the complexity of encoding and decoding
operations.

A binary linear (n, k, d) block code C is a k-dimensional linear subspace of
n-dimensional binary vector space, such that the Hamming distance between
its two distinct elements is at least d. Taking a basis of this subspace and
arranging it in k × n generator matrix G provides the compact description of
code C and the encoding operation simply becomes

c = uG.

Therefore, any linear code can be described with only kn bits instead of
storing all 2k codewords and the encoding with a linear code can be performed
in O(kn) time, which explains why linear codes are extensively used in com-
munications systems. The choice of G as k × n binary matrix with uniformly
distributed entries gives us a random linear code that achieves the Shannon
limit with high probability. Are we good? Unfortunately, the decoding problem
remains nontrivial and the maximum likelihood decoding of random linear codes
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needs time that is exponential in n. Moreover, the general decoding problem
for linear codes is NP-complete [2], hence the existence of polynomial-time
algorithm is unlikely.

The first nontrivial code is the (7, 4, 3) Hamming code that was invented
by Richard Hamming around 1947 and later generalized to the infinite family
of codes [3]. The Hamming codes became the beginning of the algebraic coding
era; algebraic coding remained the dominant research paradigm in coding
theory for many decades. The main focus was on seeking codes with a large
minimum distance: a measure of the worst-case performance of the code, i.e.,
the level of noise guaranteed to be tolerated. Algebraic codes are typically
characterized by the deterministic construction, which simplifies the estimation
of their minimum distance, and they have much internal structure, which is used
for efficient encoding and decoding. The Reed-Muller codes are a remarkable
infinite algebraic code family. They were introduced in 1954 by David Muller
[4], with the subsequent rediscovery by Irving Reed who also proposed an
efficient decoding algorithm based on the majority logic [5] that was appealing
for hardware implementation. Contrary to the Hamming codes, Reed-Muller
codes can be used for transmission with different data rates. However, the
Reed-Muller codes’ minimum distance grows only as a square root of the
block length, which is rather unimpressive. BCH codes, invented by Alexis
Hocquenghem in 1959 [6] and independently by Raj Chandra Bose and Dijen
Ray-Chaudhuri in 1960 [7], have better minimum distance and are an example
of cyclic codes, the class of linear block codes such that a circular shift of any
codeword is again a codeword of the same code. A class of non-binary BCH
codes, the Reed-Solomon codes, were independently discovered by Irving Reed
and Gustave Solomon in 1960 [8]. Since then, they found their applications in
many spheres. It is worth noting the all aforementioned algebraic codes have a
large group of automorphisms, i.e., there exist many permutations on codeword
indices that map codewords to other codewords.

In 1993, there was a significant breakthrough in coding theory, when Claude
Berrou presented the turbo codes [9]. Combining two simple convolutional
codes with an interleaver demonstrated the performance near the Shannon
limit under low-complexity iterative decoding. Turbo codes started the era
of iterative decoding paradigm. Concurrently, MacKay [10] and Spielman [11]
rediscovered low-density parity-check codes, or LDPC codes; originally invented
by Gallager in 1960s [12] but forgotten due to the limits of computing power
at the time. LDPC codes can also be decoded with an iterative algorithm.
Wiberg, Loeliger and Kötter put turbo and LDPC codes together as instances
of sparse-graph codes and their iterative decoding algorithms are instances of
belief propagation [13]. They also rediscovered a paper by Tanner; it introduces
a bipartate graph representation of LDPC codes, currently known as Tanner
graph [14]. A further development of message-passing algorithms on graphs is
due to Kschischang, Frey, and Loeliger [15].
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The beginning of the new century came with a capacity-achieving result.
Luby, Mitzenmacher, Shokrollahi and Spielman constructed irregular LDPC
codes and showed that these codes can asymptotically approach the capacity
of binary erasure channel with low complexity[16, 17]. Meanwhile, Richardson
and Urbanke developed density evolution, a powerful tool for the analysis of
the performance of LDPC code under iterative message-passing decoding [18]
when the transmission takes place over general channels. They demonstrated
the excellent performance of optimized LDPC codes [19] and, for the case of
AWGN channel, Chung, Forney, Richardson and Urbanke designed irregular
codes that achieve 0.0045 dB from the Shannon limit [20].

LDPC convolutional codes, or spatially coupled LDPC (SC-LDPC) codes,
are constructed by coupling together several copies of LDPC codes; they were
initially proposed by Felström and Zigangirov [21]. Lentmaier, Sridharan,
Zigangirov and Costello observed numerically that the properly constructed
SC-LDPC codes perform substantially better than LDPC codes under belief
propagation decoding when the transmission takes place over the binary era-
sure channel or the AWGN channel [22]. Kudekar, Richardson and Urbanke
formalized these observations and proved that, for the case of BEC [23], the
belief propagation threshold of SC-LDPC codes asymptotically coincides with
the maximum a posteriori threshold of the underlying LDPC codes. Later, they
proved that the same phenomenon occurs in any BMS channel, hence spatially
coupled codes are universal, i.e., simultaneously achieve the capacity of all
channels with the same capacity [24], under low-complexity iterative decoding.
However, despite SC-LDPC being the first universal codes, they were not the
first to reach the Shannon limit for general BMS channels under low-complexity
decoding..

The polar codes, introduced by Arikan in his 2009 paper [25], target the
Shannon limit from the completely different perspective. Arikan used channel-
combining and channel-splitting techniques to show that a certain transforma-
tion induces synthetic bit channels that are all asymptotically either completely
noisy or completely noiseless, which is the essence of the polarization effect.
Arikan used this to prove that polar codes achieve the capacity of any BMS
channel with low-complexity encoding and successive cancellation decoding
algorithms. Later, it was demonstrated in [26] that the optimized codes for
bitwise multistage decoding, studied by Stolte [27], coincide with polar codes.
Stolte did not prove or conjecture, however, the capacity-achieving property.
Consequently, his work was largely forgotten.

The development of good finite-length polar coding solutions has been a
hot topic ever since their discovery. Tal and Vardy proposed the list version
of successive cancellation decoding in order to reach ML performance [28],
although, due to the small minimum distance of polar codes, this was insufficient
to be competitive with LDPC and turbo codes. The subsequent attempts
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to design improved polar-like codes include CRC-aided polar codes [29, 28],
parity-check-concatenated polar codes [30] and polar subcodes [31, 32, 33] and
polarization-adjusted convolutional codes [34] that outperform other coding
schemes and played a crucial role in the adoption of polar codes to a 5G radio
standard [35]. The need for reducing the decoding latency gave birth to various
ides on utilizing different permutations of the received sequence in order to
improve the performance [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44].

The success of polar codes brought much attention to the Reed-Muller codes
that can be described in the similar way as polar codes. Remarkably, Kudekar,
Kumar, Mondelli, Pfister, Şaşoğlu and Urbanke proved that Reed-Muller codes
as well as extended BCH codes achieve capacity of erasure channels under
bitwise MAP decoding [45]. This result comes from the automorphism group
of these codes. Furthermore, Reeves and Pfister recently proved that Reed-
Muller codes achieve the capacity of BMS channels but only in terms of bit
error probability [46] that used another aspect of the algebraic structure of
Reed-Muller codes. Despite the significant progress [47, 48, 49], the complete
proof regarding the block error probability remains unknown, as well as any
results regarding eBCH codes for general BMS channels. The design of new
decoding algorithms for Reed-Muller codes is still an open problem and attracts
much research interest. The most notable ideas include [50, 51, 52, 53], where
authors take completely different perspectives on the decoding problem.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis can be split essentially into two parts. In the first part, we introduce
the framework of Boolean polynomial representation of error-correcting codes
in Chapter 2 and study many well-known codes, including the polar, and
the Reed-Muller and eBCH codes. This framework is related to a polar-like
representation of binary linear codes and a polar-like decoding of these codes.
We also introduce the general affine group of permutations; it fits nicely into
the Boolean polynomial framework and plays a crucial rule in further analysis.
Some of these permutations are useful in the context of polar-like decoding and
some of them are not. We follow this road further in Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 3 is more practical-oriented, and we focus on the Reed-Muller codes
with their invariance under a large group of permutations. We propose two
decoding algorithms that exploit the rich algebraic structure of these codes and
outperform the standard approaches. The former is for binary erasure channel
and achieves an extra acceleration, due to the fact that in erasure channel any
non-erasure symbol is perfectly known. The latter is for general channels, but
its use is restricted to the subclass of the Reed-Muller codes.

Chapter 4 is more theory-oriented, and we focus on the potential efficiency
of polar-like decoding for various codes. We use our framework to define a
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specific type of partial code symmetry that serves as a signal that the maximum
likelihood performance can be achieve with complexity that grows exponentially
with the code length. In the case of the Reed-Muller and eBCH codes, we
connect their automorphism groups with this notion of symmetry to prove that
these codes are asymptotically ill-suited for polar-like decoding. If we try to
construct long codes tailored for polar-like decoding with permutations, the
similar effect occurs. By also relating the partial symmetry with the dynamics
of polar-like decoding, we can prove that polar codes asymptotically do not
have many automorphisms that can be utilized for improving the decoding
performance.

Chapter 5 contains the second part of this thesis. We go outside the classic
channel coding and talk about the problem of establishing provably secure
communication between two parties. The crucial component of this process
is the key distribution, and we want to develop the protocol that enables the
parties to end up with the identical copies of a secret key, even in the presence
of a potential eavesdropper. Device-independent quantum key distribution
(DIQKD) provides an elegant solution to this problem; it relies on quantum
mechanics with the classical post-processing. We took part in the development
of DIQKD protocol that has been successfully implemented in practice. After
the quantum part of the protocol, one of the parties has the secret key that is
slightly corrupted compared to another. This issue is resolved by revealing some
information followed by an error-correction step, and the amount of revealed
information reduces the protocol security. We develop a custom coding scheme
based on SC-LDPC codes in order to achieve the performance close to the
Shannon limit.



Preliminaries 2
2.1 Notations

We use [n] to denote the set {0, . . . , n− 1}. Fq denotes the finite field with q
elements, and F

m
q is the m-dimensional vector space over Fq. Note that we can

consider the vector space Fm
q as the finite field Fqm and vice versa. F∗q = Fq \{0}

is the multiplicative group of Fq. Bold letters are used for matrices and vectors,
e.g., A and b. Given a binary vector v = (v0, . . . , vm−1), we consider it as
an integer v =

∑m−1
i=0 vi2

i where needed. For c = (c0, . . . , cn−1), we define
cba = (ca, . . . , cb), 0 ≤ a ≤ b < n. R(C) denotes the rate of a binary linear code
C. Hamming weight wt(v) of vector v is defined as the number of its nonzero
entries.

2.2 Boolean Functions

Let {x0, . . . , xm−1} be a collection of m variables taking their values in F2 and
let v = (v0, . . . , vm−1) ∈ F

m
2 be any binary m-tuple. Then,

xv =
m−1∏
i=0

xvi
i

denotes a monomial of degree wt(v).

A function f(x) = f(x0, . . . , xm−1) : F
m
2 → F2 is called Boolean. Any such

function can be uniquely represented as an m-variate polynomial:

f(x0, . . . , xm−1) =
∑
v∈Fm

2

avx
v,

9
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where av ∈ {0, 1} [54]. Its evaluation vector ev(f(x)) ∈ F
2m

2 is obtained by
evaluating f at all points αi of Fm

2 . Note that any length-2m binary vector c
can be considered as an evaluation vector of some function f . For the rest of
the paper, we assume the standard bit ordering of points, i.e., αi being the
binary expansion of integer i.

2.3 Monomial and Polynomial Codes

Consider a binary linear (n = 2m, k, d) code C with generator matrix G. Its
generating set is given by

MC = {fi, 0 ≤ i < k| ev(fi) = Gi,∗},

where Gi,∗ are rows of G. The code C is called monomial if there exists MC that
contains only monomials and polynomial otherwise. The minimum distance of
a monomial code can be calculated [55, Proposition 3] as

dmin(C) = 2m−maxxv∈MC wt(v). (2.1)

2.3.1 From Generator Matrix to Generating Set

One can now ask how to construct the generating set from a given generator
matrix. The task of determining if a code is monomial also seems nontrivial
from the first glance.

Consider the matrix Am =

(
1 1
0 1

)⊗m
, where ⊗m denotes an m-fold

Kronecker product of the matrix with itself. It is easy to verify that
(
1 1

)
and

(
0 1

)
are the evaluations over F2 of the constant monomial 1 and the

monomial x0, respectively, and from the induction on m it follows that the
v-th row of Am is an evaluation vector over Fm

2 of the monomial xv. Therefore,
an evaluation vector of function f(x) =

∑
v∈Fm

2
avx

v can be computed as

ev(f) = u(f)Am,

where u
(f)
v = av. Matrix Am is a Kronecker product of a full-rank matrix

with itself and therefore invertible, hence we can uniquely recover vector u(f)

that contains the coefficients of the polynomial representation of f from ev(f).
Applying this procedure to Gi,∗ gives the generating set of C. Note that there
are many generator matrices of C that give different generating sets. In order to
get a unique generating set, we can use the technique similar to the one proposed
in [31]. Namely, we use that Am is non-singular to get the decomposition

G = QAm, (2.2)
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for some precoding matrix Q. Applying the Gaussian elimination to Q and
transforming it to the reduced row echelon form Q̃ makes it unique. If the
code C is monomial, the only nonzero columns of the corresponding matrix Q̃
are the columns of the identity matrix, which can be easily verified. Otherwise,
we can write the generating set of C as

M̃C =

{∑
j

Q̃i,jx
j|0 ≤ i < k

}
. (2.3)

2.3.2 Reed-Muller Codes

A Reed-Muller code [5, 4] RM(r,m) of order r is spanned by the evaluations of
m-variate monomials of degree at most r. The RM(r,m) code has length 2m,
dimension

∑r
i=0

(
m
i

)
and minimum distance 2m−r. By definition, Reed-Muller

codes are monomial with the generating set Mr,m = {xv|wt(v) ≤ r}.

2.3.3 Polar Codes

Consider a binary memoryless symmetric (BMS) channel W : X → Y and
define the symmetric capacity I(W ) as

I(W ) =
∑
y∈Y

∑
x∈X

1

2
W (y|x) log2

W (y|x)
1
2
(W (y|0) +W (y|1)) ,

that is the highest rate of reliable communication through W given the uniform
distribution on its inputs and is equal to the Shannon capacity for BMS channels.
Consider the following channel transformation that takes two copies of W and
produces two synthetic channels W (−) and W (+):

W (−)(y0, y1|u0) =
1

2

∑
u1∈{0,1}

W (y0|u0 ⊕ u1)W (y1|u1), (2.4)

W (+)(y0, y1, u0|u1) =
1

2
W (y0|u0 ⊕ u1)W (y1|u1). (2.5)

Arikan in [25] proved that the transformation (2.4) preserves the capacity,
i.e., I(W (−)) + I(W (+)) = 2I(W ), and applying it recursively on W (−)) and
W (+) leads to the channel polarization effect. Namely, depth-m recursion
induces n = 2m synthetic channels W (i), where i ∈ {−,+}m, with the following
properties:

lim
n→∞

|{i|I(W (i)) /∈ {0, 1}}|
n

= 0,

lim
n→∞

|{i|I(W (i)) = 1}|
n

= I(W ).
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Transmitting the information through perfectly reliable channels W (i) guar-
antees the error-free communication with any rate smaller than I(W ) and
therefore polar codes achieve the capacity of W .

In the finite-length regime, a (n = 2m, k) polar code with the set of frozen
symbols F is a binary linear code generated by rows of Am with indices
i ∈ [n] \ F . The set F contains the indices of synthetic channels W (i) with
the smallest capacities. Our definition of polar codes is slightly different from

the conventional, that uses the matrix
(
1 1
0 1

)⊗m
, but as already noted in [55],

both definitions are equivalent and ours simplifies the polynomial notation. It
follows from the correspondence between rows of Am and m-variate monomials
that polar codes are monomial with the generating set MF = {xi|i /∈ F}.

2.3.4 Extended BCH Codes

A (2m − 1, k, d ≥ δ) primitive narrow-sense Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem
(BCH) code [56] with design distance δ has a parity check matrix H with
elements

Hj,i = αj
i , 0 < i < 2m, 0 ≤ j < δ − 1,

where αi are distinct elements of F∗2m . An extended code is formed by adding
an overall parity check symbol.

2.4 Symmetries

2.4.1 Automorphism Groups

Consider a permutation π on [2m] and define its action on the Boolean function
f as another Boolean function g obtained by permuting its evaluation points,
namely π(f) = g : ev(g) = (f(π(α0)), . . . , f(π(α2m−1))). The set of permuta-
tions that leave code C invariant, i.e., map its codewords to other codewords,
forms the automorphism group of a code denoted by Aut(C).

Automorphisms and permutations have been studied for many years. The
main focus of this thesis is on the general affine group GA(m,F2) as well as
some of its subgroups. The action of GA(m,F2) on the binary representation
of αi can be expressed as the following mapping from F

m
2 to itself:

x→ Ax+ b,

where A ∈ F
m×m
2 is an invertible matrix and b ∈ F

m
2 . The result of the action

of an element of GA(m,F2) on Boolean polynomial f(x) can also be expressed
as a change of variables [55]

yi =
∑
j

Ai,jxj + bi. (2.6)
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Consider now the coordinates αi as the elements of finite field F2m . A
general affine group GA(1,F2m) consists of permutations

x→ ax+ b,

where x, a, b are treated as the elements of finite field F2m , a ∈ F
∗
2m and the ax

is a finite field multiplication.

The notable subgroups of GA(m,F2) include the group of translations Tm
that consists of transpositions x → x + b,b ∈ F

m
2 and is also a subgroup

of GA(1,F2m), and the group of variable permutations Pm. The elements of
Pm have form x → Px, where P is a permutation matrix. The action of
Pm permutes bits in the binary representation of the evaluation points αi,
or, as follows from (2.6), permutes variables {x0, . . . , xm−1} in the polynomial
representation of function f(x).

Let us now present some known results regarding the automorphism groups
of Reed-Muller and eBCH codes, that are utilized later in the thesis.

Proposition 1 ([56], Ch. 13, Theorem 24). Reed-Muller codes are invariant
under the action of GA(m,F2).

Proposition 2 ([56], Ch.8, Theorem 16). eBCH codes are invariant under the
action of GA(1,F2m).

2.4.2 Projections and Derivatives

The derivative in direction b of the Boolean function f is defined as

(Dbf)(x) = f(x+ b)− f(x). (2.7)

Given that g is the evaluation vector of f , from (2.7) it follows that evaluation
vector of Dbf can be computed as

ev(Dbf) = (g0 + g0⊕b, . . . , gn−1 + gn−1⊕b).

For monomials, the expression (2.7) becomes

Dbx
v =

m−1∏
i=0

(xi + bi)
vi −

m−1∏
i=0

xvi
i .

When wt(b) = 1, i.e., when b = ei, the directional derivative coincides with
the partial derivative ∂f

∂xi
. Note that a partial derivative of a monomial code is

also a monomial code.

The derivative in direction b of the code C is a binary linear code with
generating set

MC→b = {Dbfi|fi ∈MC} . (2.8)
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By definition, Dbfi has identical values at coordinates x and x + b for all
x ∈ F

m
2 , so we can write its generator matrix as G =

(
G(b) G(b)

)
P ′, where

P ′ is a column permutation matrix and G(b) is a generator matrix of some
(n(b) = 2m−1, k(b) = dimMC→b, d

(b)) code C(b). The codes C(b) are called the
projected codes or the projections. In what follows, we also refer to the codes
C(ei) as the partial derivatives or the derivative codes of C.

Observe that the function f(x + b) can be considered as the action of
the element of Tm on f , which swaps the evaluation points x and x+ b (and
hence the corresponding entries in ev(f)). Therefore, if Aut(C) includes the
permutation x→ x+ b, then DbC is a subcode of C. Legeay proved that this
also puts an upper bound on the dimension of the projected code:

Theorem 1 ([57], Corollary 1). Consider a binary linear code C and some
permutation π of its codewords. Define the code

Cπ = {c+ π(c)|c ∈ C}.

If π is in the automorphism group of C and can be decomposed as a product of
transpositions, then dim Cπ ≤ 1

2
dim C.

Remark. Rewriting Theorem 1 in terms of the code rate, we get

R(Cπ) ≤ R(C). (2.9)

All codes considered in this thesis include Tm in their automorphism group and
therefore (2.9) serves as a universal upper bound for the rates of the projected
codes.

The partial derivatives of Boolean functions are inherently connected with
the Plotkin construction. Namely, any function f can be decomposed as

f(x0, . . . , xm−1) = g(x1, . . . , xm−1) + x0h(x1, . . . , xm−1), (2.10)

where g(x1, . . . , xm−1) takes identical values for x0 = 0 and x0 = 1, whereas
x0h(x1, . . . , xm−1) is nonzero only when x0 = 1. It is straightforward to see that
h is a partial derivative of f w.r.t. x0. This decomposition can be performed
w.r.t. any variable xi.

Proposition 3. Consider the code C. If all functions f ∈ MC can be decom-
posed in form (2.10) such that either g ≡ 0 or h ≡ 0, then C can be represented
in (u|u+ v) form.

Proof. By assumption the generating set of C contains only functions that
either have identical values for x0 = 0 and x0 = 1 or are nonzero only when
x0 = 1. The former generate codewords of type (u|u) and the latter generate
codewords of type (0|v), which concludes the proof.
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It follows immediately that any monomial code can be decomposed as
(u|u + v). Moreover, in case of Reed-Muller codes this decomposition again
brings us Reed-Muller codes. Recall that the generating set of code RM(r,m)
contains all monomials up to degree r. Plugging its elements into (2.10) allows
us to conclude that the set of all possible functions h is given by RM(r−1,m−1)
and the set of all possible functions g by RM(r,m− 1) (with the only exception
being the case r = m when the code RM(m,m) is decomposed into two codes
RM(m− 1,m− 1)).

Remark. It might happen that Proposition 3 does not hold for the code of
interest for all variables xi. For example, eBCH codes in general do not admit
(u|u+ v) representation. In such cases we can consider the generalized Plotkin
decomposition (GPD), introduced in [31]. For any binary linear (n = 2m, k)
code there exist the following decomposition of its generator matrix:

G =

(
G0 + ĨG2 ĨG2

G1 G1

)
, (2.11)

where Gi are ki × 2m−1 matrices, k0 + k1 = k, k2 ≤ k0 and Ĩ is obtained by
stacking (k0 − k2)× k2 zero matrix and k2 × k2 identity matrix. If k2 = 0, we
get the standard (u|u+ v) construction. In the framework of GPD, a partial
derivative ∂/∂x0 corresponds to the code generated by G0, and therefore we
can proceed as usual.





Symmetry-based Decoding
of Reed-Muller Codes 3
Reed-Muller codes are among the oldest known error-correcting codes and
among many notable properties, they are invariant under the action of large
permutation group. For many years, there have been many successful at-
tempts to utilize their automorphism group in order to achieve better decoding
performance.

When trying to classify the main ideas behind various algorithms, it can
be seen that they mostly fall into one of three main avenues. The first two
correspond to running several successive cancellation or belief propagation
decoders with different permutations of the input vector. The former was
initially studied by Stolte [27] as well as Dumer and Shabunov [51], with further
development for BEC in [40, 58, 59] and for AWGN channel in [41, 60, 61, 62].
The latter was first mentioned in [40], followed by a series of other works
[42, 39, 38, 62, 37, 63]. The last avenue can be described as projecting the
codeword on multiple lower-order codes and combine the results in order
to obtain the solution to the decoding problem. The initial idea is due to
Sidel’nikov and Pershakov [50], which was later improved in [64, 65] for the case
of second-order codes. Lately Ye and Abbe unbeknownst of works of Sidel’nikov
and Pershakov developed the recursive projection-aggregation (RPA) algorithm,
which is based on similar principles [52].

The main practical advantages of the symmetry-based decoding paradigm
lie in the large degree of parallelization and the simplicity of hardware im-
plementation. All algorithms that are described in this chapter allow the
independent processing of permutations or projections and consequently the
most computationally demanding steps become simpler in the presence of
parallel computing units. The decoding latency can be reduced as well.

17
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 begins with the successive
cancellation list (SCL) decoder and the factor graph representation of the
encoding and decoding process, which is then followed by the description of the
permutation-based algorithm that operates in erasure channel and works more
efficiently. The proposed algorithm is published in [59]. Section 3.2 describes
two state-of-the-art projection-based decoders for the second-order Reed-Muller
codes and presents the improvement for the former, which is published in [65].

3.1 Permutation-based List Decoding for
Binary Erasure Channel

3.1.1 Successive Cancellation List Algorithm

Assume that a codeword c is transmitted through the BMS channel W and the
received vector is y. The successive cancellation (SC) algorithm [66] performs
bit-by-bit estimation of the vector u s.t. uAm = c as

ũi =

{
argmaxui∈{0,1}W

(i)
m (yn−10 , ũi−1

0 |ui), i /∈ F ,
0 i ∈ F ,

(3.1)

where W
(i)
m = W ({−,+}m) is computed by the recursive application of channel

transformations (2.4) and the initial values of the recursion are W (yi|ui). In
erasure channel, each bit of u is either perfectly decoded or erased. If any
non-frozen bit is erased, a SC decoding failure is declared. The algorithm runs
in O(n log n) time and needs O(n) space.

The performance of successive cancellation algorithm in finite-length regime
is poor since any single failure in the estimation of input bits ruins the decoding
process. List decoding algorithm (SCL) [28] overcomes this issue by keeping L
most likely continuations. If the current information bit is erased, the decoding
path splits in two and the process goes further for both possible values. Paths
with nonzero estimations of frozen bits are eliminated. It should be noted
that any erasure event happens for all paths and therefore the list size always
remains a power of 2. List decoding failure is declared if more than L paths
need to be stored at some step. In case of channels with errors, one simply
keeps L paths with the best reliability metric value (e.g., Hamming distance,
ellipsoidal weight, etc.). The algorithm has time complexity O(L · n log n) and
occupies O(L · n) memory. Note that SCL algorithm is essentially the same
as the recursive lists algorithm of Dumer and Shabunov [51] and has similar
performance. However, for the sake of convenience with polar coding literature
we will stick to SCL notation.
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Figure 3.1 – Example of factor graph, m = 3

3.1.2 Factor Graph Permutations

The propagation of values during the encoding and decoding process can be
represented with an m-layer factor graph [40], which gives a graphical way
to represent the action of matrix Am. Example of this graph for m = 3 is
presented at figure 3.1. Bit values are propagated left-to-right to form codeword
bits ci from input bits ui, and probabilities are propagated right-to-left to form
bit estimates ũi from the received values yi. Red dots represent the XOR nodes.
A permutation π of the layers of such factor graph changes the order in which
the bits are combined. The encoding result remains unchanged since the overall
operation is still the multiplication by Am. However, the things are different
when it comes to the successive cancellation decoding since the bit reliabilities
depend on the order in which the bits of u are processed. Figure 3.2 illustrates
the change. A permutation π of the factor graph layers corresponds to the
change in the processing order of u, defined by

ui → uπ(i), (3.2)

where we assume by the slight abuse of notation that π(i) permutes bits in
the binary representation of i. The standard SC decoding corresponds to
π∗ = (0, 1, . . . ,m − 1). Note that the same result can be achieved by either
permuting vector y (and consequently u) according to (3.2) or by changing the
processing rules in the decoder. Namely, at layer l the channel transformation
is given by combining the indices that differ only in bit πl.

Denote by Pe(i) the probability that SC decoder makes an erroneous estima-
tion of bit ui. Applying any layer permutation also permutes these probabilities,
i.e., P π

e (i) = Pe(π(i)). In case of polar codes this becomes a problem since
the frozen symbols set in the permuted vector u may no longer contain the
indices of subchannels with the largest SC error probabilities and therefore
the decoding performance when using π is significantly worse compared to
π∗. However, it is not an issue for Reed-Muller codes. The action of π can
be expressed as x→ Px where P is a permutation matrix and consequently
the set of all layer permutations π coincides with the group Pm of variable
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Figure 3.2 – Different factor graph permutations, m = 3

permutations, which is a subgroup of GA(m,F2). Thus, Reed-Muller codes
remain invariant under the factor graph layer permutations and therefore the
successive cancellation decoding with any such permutation is expected to have
the same error probability.

Remark. The statement regarding SC error probability only implies the
similar average decoding performance. A particular noise pattern might be
uncorrectable with one permutation and correctable with another and there
are many such patterns, which is the reason why permutation decoding works
well.

Example 1. Consider the transmission of all-zero codeword of RM(1, 3) through
the erasure channel and assume that the received vector is y = (0, 0, ε, ε, ε, ε, 0, 0).
Recall that RM(1, 3) is a Plotkin concatenation of RM(0, 2) which is a (4, 1, 4)
repetition code and RM(1, 2) which is a (4, 3, 2) single parity check code.

If we take π = {0, 1, 2}, then we get y(−) = (y0+y4, y1+y5, y2+y6, y3+y7) =
(ε, ε, ε, ε). This pattern is uncorrectable in RM(0, 2) and SC decoding fails. On
the other hand, π = {2, 1, 0} gives y(−) = (y0 + y1, y2 + y3, y4 + y5, y6 + y7) =
(0, ε, ε, 0), which can be corrected in RM(0, 2) and SC decoding succeeds.

3.1.3 Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we present a novel decoding algorithm for Reed-Muller codes
when the transmission takes place through binary erasure channel. The algo-
rithm is based on factor graph permutations and utilized the idea similar to
the one described in [42]. We pre-select P distinct factor graph permutations
π(j), j ∈ [P ]. Given the received vector y, we generate P its permuted copies
y(j), y

(j)
i = π(j)(i), and use them to initialize P SCL decoders Dj with list size

L. The choice of π(j) and the impact of P on the decoding process is discussed
in section 3.1.5. Since in erasure channel any decoded symbol ũi is correct,
these symbols can be shared among all Dj.

The decoding is performed in an iterative fashion. At each iteration, we
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try to find a decoder Dj that can estimate some unknown symbol ũi. The
straightforward way is to simply go over all decoders. Due to the different bit
estimation orders, it may happen that symbol currently estimated by some Dj

is already known. We treat this symbol as frozen with the corresponding value.
Decoding stops when all entries of vector ũ are successfully obtained, and the
corresponding codeword is returned. A failure is declared if no decoder Dj can
go further.

A pseudocode of the described permutation-based successive cancellation
list (PSCL) decoder is presented at algorithm 1. Subroutine Initialize is used
to initialize a SCL decoder copy with the permutation of the received vector,
i.e., sets the initial values for the recursion (2.4) as W (y

(j)
i |0) = W (y

(j)
i |1) = 0.5

if y(j)i is erased and W (y
(j)
i |y

(j)
i ) = 1,W (y

(j)
i |1−y

(j)
i ) = 0 otherwise. Subroutine

GetNextSymbol performs the standard SCL decoding as described in [28] until
some new symbol ũi is decoded or a list decoding failure is declared. In the
latter case, we say that the decoder is stuck. The obtained value (or the erasure
symbol ε if the decoder is stuck) is returned to the main processing cycle.

Algorithm 1 Permutation-based list decoder

1: procedure PSCL(y,F , {π(j)}, {Dj}, L, P )
2: for j ← 0 to P − 1 do
3: for i← 0 to n− 1 do
4: y

(j)
i ← yπ(j)(i)

5: Dj.Initialize(L,y(j),F)
6: for all ũi do
7: ũi ← ε

8: repeat
9: for j ← 0 to P − 1 do

10: uij ←Dj.GetNextSymbol()
11: if uij �= ε then
12: ũij ← uij

13: break
14: if all Dj returned ε then
15: return Failure
16: until all ũi are decoded
17: return ũAm

The algorithm runs in O(LP · n log n) time and needs O(LP · n) memory.
However, for many erasure patterns only a fraction of decoders Dj is actually
used, so the actual number of iterations might be significantly less than LP .

The performance of the proposed algorithm can be further improved. A
position i is unresolved if one can find two paths u(l) and u(l′) such that
u
(l)
i �= u

(l′)
i . Let us keep for any decoder D its set of unresolved positions J . It
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may happen that some of these symbols become resolved by another decoder
D′ at some point. Hence, if D is stuck, it can go over entries of J and check if
some symbols are actually resolved. In such occasion, they are removed from
J and the corresponding paths are eliminated, thus allowing the decoder to
take another step forward. Moreover, path elimination may resolve some other
symbols as well.

In order to implement this feature, for any unresolved position i, we keep
two sets

U
(0)
i = {l|u(l)

i = 0},
U

(1)
i = {l|u(l)

i = 1}.
The path cloning and killing procedures from [28] need to be modified accord-
ingly, as demonstrated in algorithms 2 and 3. Algorithm 4 implements the
resolution procedure, which is called whenever the decoder is stuck.

Algorithm 2 Kill path and check potential symbol resolutions
1: procedure KillPathChk(l)
2: KillPath(l)
3: for i ∈ J do
4: if l ∈ U

(0)
i then

5: U
(0)
i .Remove(l)

6: if |U (0)
i | = 0 then

7: ũi ← 1

8: else
9: U

(1)
i .Remove(l)

10: if |U (1)
i | = 0 then

11: ũi ← 0

12: if ũi �= ε then
13: J .Remove(i)

Algorithm 3 Clone path
1: procedure ClonePathChk(l)
2: l′ ←ClonePath(l)
3: for i ∈ J do
4: if l ∈ U

(0)
i then

5: U
(0)
i .Add(l′)

6: else
7: U

(1)
i .Add(l′)

Consider now the decoding failure event. No decoder D can go further
and any unknown symbol ũi is either unresolved for D or it is stuck before
reaching it. We can conclude that we cannot do better in the framework of
SCL decoding with the current set of permutations.
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Algorithm 4 Check symbol resolutions
1: procedure CheckResolutions()
2: for i ∈ J do
3: if ũi �= ε then
4: J .Remove(i)
5: for l ∈ U

(ũi)
i do

6: KillPathChk(l)

3.1.4 Simplified Version

The running time of the algorithm described in the previous section can be
significantly reduced. During the simulations we observe that the main loop
of algorithm 1 does many redundant operations since many decoders do not
contribute to the decoding process, i.e., they recover no symbols ũi.

It turns out that if we prohibit going backwards in the main loop, we obtain
a great decrease in the average decoding time. More precisely, we start the
decoding process with D0 and proceed until it gets stuck or succeeds. If it is
stuck, we keep the decoded symbols and move to D1, then to D2, . . . ,DP−1
until all entries of vector ũ are successfully obtained. A decoding failure is
declared if some symbols still remain unknown.

It is easy to notice that the complexity of the simplified algorithm in terms
of the big O notation remains identical to the one from the previous section.
However, our experiments showed more than 10x speedup in the software
simulations with negligible performance degradation, so we will present numeric
results only for the simplified version.

3.1.5 Performance

Achievability of MAP decoding

The proposed PSCL decoder can be considered as an ensemble of SCL de-
coders working together and we know that it is possible to reach (near-)MAP
performance with list decoding for sufficiently big list size. We also know
that permutations can improve the overall performance since for a particular
permutation one can find an erasure pattern that is uncorrectable with this
permutation but is correctable with some other [58]. On the other hand, the
erasure events for different permutations correlate with each other. The theo-
retic analysis of these correlations goes beyond the scope of this work, yet we
can present some numeric results. It should be noted that Kamenev in [67]
proposed a method to estimate the failure probability of permutation decoding.
However, this method only works for L = 1 and sufficiently small values of
P , i.e., when the correlations between different permutations can be neglected
under the random selection strategy.
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Figure 3.3 – RM(3, 7) with all 7! permutations

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the performance of proposed algorithm for different
values of L when all 7! = 5040 permutations are used. For a small L, even
using all permutations is not sufficient to get close to MAP decoding. However,
when the list size is increased it is possible to reach MAP performance. For
code RM(3, 7), permutation-based decoding achieves near-MAP performance
with L = 16, whereas pure SCL decoding needs at least L = 256.

Selection strategies

The running time and memory consumption of our algorithm for the fixed
list size L depend on the number of permutations P . Therefore, one needs to
develop a rule on how to choose P permutations so that the performance is
maximized. It can be easily shown that taking P first permutations in the
lexicographic order is a bad strategy. Indeed, if two permutations π and π′ have
common length-l suffix, the corresponding decoders have identical estimations
of first 2l symbols of vector ũ and therefore if the first decoder is stuck while
processing these symbols, the second gets stuck as well. Thus, it is reasonable to
select permutations that are sufficiently ’different’ from each other to maximize
the number of correctable erasure patterns. In the literature, we can find the
following:

• Cyclic shifts of factor graph layers [40];

• Permutations with distinct first r factor graph layers [51];

• Random permutations [39].
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Figure 3.4 – RM(3, 7), ε = 0.36

Our experiments showed that all these strategies provide comparable per-
formance for the same number of permutations. In the literature, some good
heuristic strategies for AWGN channel are proposed in [41] and [42]. However,
our attempts to develop similar ideas for the erasure channel were unsuccessful
and hence we resort to the random selection rule.

Figure 3.4 shows how the performance improves with the number of random
permutations being used. Different values of the list size L are considered and
the erasure probability ε is selected so that the probability of MAP decoding
failure is around p∗ = 0.01.

It can be seen that even the small number P of random permutations sig-
nificantly improves the performance for any fixed list size. However, correlation
effects between different permutations start to play more crucial role when P
grows. This leads to the performance saturation effect that can be seen at the
figure. The saturation threshold goes down with the list size until the MAP
performance is reached.

L-P tradeoff

In previous sections we demonstrated that for a fixed list size it is possible to
improve the performance with permutations. Now we show how our algorithm
performs in comparison to the conventional SCL decoder given the same
asymptotic complexity. Since for the given code length the product λ = LP
defines the time and space complexity of the algorithm, it is reasonable to
define (L, P )-PSCL and explore its behavior for the fixed λ.
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Figure 3.5 – Performance of (L, P )-PSCL

Figure 3.5 shows how the performance of the proposed algorithm changes
with the number of random permutations. Standard SCL decoding, which
can be considered as (λ, 1)-PSCL, corresponds to the leftmost points (with
P = 1) of the curves. Erasure probability ε is selected so that SCL decoding
performance of the upper curves is approximately p∗ = 0.02.

It is clear that our algorithm provides the significant performance gain for
different code lengths, which only grows when λ is increased. Whereas for code
RM(4, 9) and λ = 256, the algorithm performs similarly to SCL with L = 512,
but for code RM(5, 11) and λ = 4096 we get the improvement around two
orders of magnitude and SCL even with list size L = 65536 cannot achieve
such performance. However, it can be seen that value P needs to be properly
adjusted in order to obtain such a substantial improvement and it is unclear
how to find the optimum value. In the beginning, when P is increased the gain
from combining multiple permutations is rather high. After a certain point we
reach the saturation area for small values of L and the overall performance
drops down.

Note that (1, λ)-PSCL demonstrates substantially worse error correction
capability compared to (λ, 1)-PSCL, which is a stark contrast to the AWGN
channel, where the permutation-based algorithms without any list are com-
parable with the conventional SCL decoder or even outperform it [60, 62].
We attribute this difference to the fact that in BEC the list size can also go
down by a factor of 2. Namely, when the decoder arrives at the frozen symbol
and W

(i)
m (yn−10 , ũi−1

0 |ui) �= 0.5, half of the paths has W
(i)
m (yn−10 , ũi−1

0 |0) = 1 and
another half has W

(i)
m (yn−10 , ũi−1

0 |0) = 0, so we can safely discard the latter.
Another interesting conclusion from the figures is the existence of a single value
P which is the best option for all list sizes under the fixed λ.
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3.2 Improved Decoding of Second-Order
Reed-Muller Codes

The second-order Reed-Muller code RM(2,m) has generating set

M2,m = {1} ∪ {xi|0 ≤ i < m} ∪ {xixj|0 ≤ i < j < m},

and therefore any codeword can be considered as an evaluation of polynomial

f2(x) =
∑

0≤i<j<m

Bi,jxixj +
∑

0≤i<m

bixi + b,

where Bi,j, bi, b ∈ F2 are the information symbols. A directional derivative of
f2 can be expressed as

Dαf2 = f2(x) + f2(x+α) =
∑
i<j

Bi,jαiαj +
∑
i

biαi +
∑
i<j

Bi,j(αixj + αjxi)

(3.3)

= b(α) +αTBx, (3.4)

which is an affine polynomial and consequently is a codeword of RM(1,m). In
fact, from Section 2.4.2 we know that Dαf2 consists of two identical copies of
RM(1,m− 1) which is used in the practical implementations of the decoder to
speed up the computations. There exists an efficient algorithm, which solves
the maximum likelihood decoding problem for the first-order codes [68], and it
is tempting to utilize it in order to decode the second-order codes.

In this section, we study the efficient algorithms for decoding of RM(2,m)
that make use of the projected codes C(α) and run in O(n2 log n) time. The
first approach is focused on the recovery of information bits and was initially
proposed more than 20 years ago by Sidel’nikov and Pershakov [50] with the
subsequent improvement by Sakkour in mid-2000s [69]. The second is focused
on the recovery of codeword bits and was recently proposed by Min Ye and
Emmanuel Abbé [52]. We begin by presenting both algorithms and then
propose the improvement of the former.

3.2.1 Optimal Decoding of First-Order Reed-Muller
Codes

The first-order Reed-Muller code RM(1,m) has dimension m + 1, minimum
distance 2m−1 and its generating set is given by

M1,m = {1} ∪ {xi|0 ≤ i < m},

i.e., any its codeword is as an evaluation of polynomial

f1(x) =
∑

0≤i<m

gixi + g,
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where gi, g ∈ F2 are the information symbols.

Consider 2m × 2m Hadamard matrix

H(m) =

(
H(m−1) H(m−1)

H(m−1) −H(m−1)

)
,H(1) =

(
1 1
1 −1

)
,

and define the mapping

η(x) =

{
0, x ≥ 0

1, x < 0.
(3.5)

Applying η to the rows of H(m) gives us half of the codewords of RM(1,m), and
the other half can be obtained by taking complements [56]. Therefore, given
the received LLR vector y, the maximum likelihood solution of the decoding
problem is given by the row of H(m) with the largest absolute value of the
correlation ρ(y,h), which is defined as

ρ(y,h) =
∑
i

yihi.

Fast Hadamard transform (FHT) allows to compute the correlations of y
with all rows of H(m) in O(n log n) time as shown in Algorithm 5. Entries of the
returned vector v satisfy vi = ρ(y,H

(m)
i,∗ ). It remains to obtain î = argmaxi |vi|

and return the corresponding codeword ĉ = η(H
(m)

î,∗ ) in order to complete the
ML decoding.

Algorithm 5 Fast Hadamard trasform
1: procedure FHT(y)
2: v← y
3: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
4: for j ← 0 to n/2 do
5: sj ← v2j + v2j+1

6: sj+n/2 ← v2j − v2j+1

7: v← s
8: return v

Remark. The modification of this procedure to return l > 1 most likely
codewords is straightforward.

3.2.2 Sidel’nikov-Pershakov Decoder

Assume that the received LLR vector y corresponds to the noisy codeword of the
second-order Reed-Muller code RM(2,m). Sidel’nikov and Pershakov proposed
the decoding algorithm, which is based on taking all possible derivatives Dα and
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applying the FHT-based decoder from the previous section for the first-order
codes [50]. The general procedure is summarized in Algorithm 6 and all steps
are explained below. First, for each nonzero α the LLR vector

y(α) = (yα0 � yα0+α, . . . , yα2m−1
� yα2m−1+α)

that corresponds to the derivative Dα is computed, where � denotes a box-plus
operator

ya � yb = log
1 + exp(ya + yb)

exp(ya) + exp(yb)

[70] or its min-sum approximation

ya � yb ≈ sgn(ya) sgn(yb)min(|ya|, |yb|).

Remark. The decoder was originally proposed for the binary symmetric
channel, whereas in this chapter we consider the AWGN channel. The only
difference is in how we compute the elements of y(α).

Algorithm 6 Sidel’nikov-Pershakov decoder
1: procedure SP2(y)
2: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

3: for β ∈ F
m
2 do

4: y
(α)
β ← yβ � yβ+α

5: (v(α),g(α))←RM1Decode(y(α))
6: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
7: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

8: t
(i)
α ← (−1)g(α)

i v(α)

9: (zi,Bi,∗)←RM1SubcodeDecode(i, t(i))
10: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
11: for j > i do
12: if zi > zj then
13: Bi,j ← Bj,i

14: ĉ← ev(
∑

i<j Bi,jxixj)
15: for i← 0 to 2m − 1 do
16: ŷi ← (−1)ĉiyi
17: (v,g)←RM1Decode(ŷ)
18: return B,g

The projected codes are RM(1,m), so we use the maximum likelihood
decoding algorithm from Section 3.2.1. Assume that the information vector,
corresponding to the most likely codeword, is given by (g(α), g

(α)
0 , . . . , g

(α)
m−1), and

v(α) denotes its correlation. Let us also denote by g(α) the vector (g(α)
0 , . . . , g

(α)
m−1)
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of information symbols that correspond to the non-constant monomials. It
follows from (3.3) that for every α we have g(α) = αTB.

We will proceed with the recovery of matrix B in a column-wise fashion. The
entry g

(α)
i = αTB∗,i can be considered as the value of polynomial fi(x) = xTB∗,i

at point α and consequently the whole vector (g
(α0)
i , . . . ,g

(α2m−1)
i ) can be

viewed as the evaluation vector of fi. It is a linear polynomial and therefore
is a subcode of RM(1,m), so we can efficiently perform its ML decoding to
recover the column B∗,i. Value v(α) is considered as the reliability of element
g
(α)
i . Let us denote the correlation of the corresponding codeword as zi. We

know that the true matrix B is symmetric and therefore for each pair (i, j)
the entries Bi,j and Bj,i should have identical values. We pick the value that
corresponds to the largest value between zi and zj.

After second-order coefficients are obtained, we subtract their impact from
vector y, which is done by computing the evaluation vector of polynomial
fB(x) =

∑
i<j bi,jxixj and changing the signs of elements y accordingly, and

then proceed to decoding first-order code to get the remaining data symbols.

Proposition 4. Algorithm 6 runs in O(n2 log n) time.

Proof. Subroutines RM1Decode and RM1SubcodeDecode run in O(n log n) time.
The former is called n− 1 times in lines 2-5 and the latter is called m = log n
times in lines 6-9. The complexity of the subsequent lines is dominated by line
17, which is another call to RM1Decode. Therefore, the overall complexity is
O((n− 1 + log n+ 1)n log n) = O(n2 log n).

Sidel’nikov and Pershakov also proposed an improvement to Algorithm 6 in
the same paper. Observe that for all nonzero α �= β holds the relation

βTB+ (αT + βT )B = αTB, (3.6)

and therefore g(α) should be equal to g(β) + g(α+β). Authors modify the
procedure RM1Decode to return s most likely pairs (v(α),k,g(α),k), 0 ≤ k < s
instead of the single ML solution in line 5. Finally, they propose the heuristic
procedure, which is repeated h times before the line 6 of Algorithm 6. This
procedure is presented below.

The purpose of these computations is to increase the reliability of the correct
values and decrease the probability of the incorrect ones. It is straightforward to
verify that it takes O(hn2s3) steps and therefore the overall decoder complexity
is increased to O(n2(log n+ hs3)).
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1: for α ∈ F
m
2 \ {0} do

2: for k ← 0 to s− 1 do
3: ṽ(α),k ← 0
4: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

5: for β ∈ F
m
2 \ {0,α} do

6: for k ← 0 to s− 1 do
7: v̂(β),k ← 0
8: φ← 0
9: for 0 ≤ k0, k1, k2 < s do

10: if g(α),k0 = g(β),k1 + g(α+β),k2 then
11: v̂(α),k0 ← max(v̂(α),k0 , (v(α),k0 + v(β),k1 + v(α+β),k2)/3)
12: φ← 1

13: if φ = 0 then
14: v̂(β),k0 ← v(β),k0/2

15: ṽ(α),k ← 1
n−2

∑
β v̂

(β),k

16: v(α),k ← ṽ(α),k for α ∈ F
m
2 , 0 ≤ k < s

3.2.3 Loidreau-Sakkour’s Improvement

The key point of Algorithm 6 is the recovery of matrix B, which crucially
depends on the number of correct values g(α). In order to increase this number,
authors of the original paper proposed to exploit the relation (3.6) as described
in the previous section. Loidreau and Sakkour in [64] proposed a simpler
procedure, which also turns out to be more efficient in terms of error correction
performance. Namely, the idea is to replace the values g(α) by their majority
estimates, i.e., set

g̃(α) = Maj
β∈Fm

2

(g(β) + g(β+α)), (3.7)

where Maj is the function that returns the most frequent value, and proceed with
g = g̃ in the subsequent steps. Note that the majority voting has complexity
O(n2) and therefore the overall running time of the algorithm is not affected.
Numeric results from [69, 71] demonstrate that the Loidreau-Sakkour’s SPM
algorithm outperforms the Sidel’nikov-Pershakov decoder even in its improved
version.

3.2.4 Recursive Projection-Aggregation Decoder

Recursive projection-aggregation (RPA) decoder, which utilizes the similar
ideas as the one of Sidel’nikov and Pershakov but is conceptually simpler was
recently proposed by Ye and Abbe [52]. Algorithm 7 presents its pseudocode for
the decoding of second-order Reed-Muller codes in AWGN channel. The initial
step is similar, i.e., for all nonzero α the LLR vector y(α) of the corresponding
derivative is computed and the FHT-based ML decoder is used to recover the
codeword c(α) of the first-order code. However, whereas Sidel’nikov-Pershakov
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Algorithm 7 Projection-aggregation decoder for RM(2,m) in AWGN channel
1: procedure RPA2(y, Nit, θ)
2: for i← 0 to Nit − 1 do
3: v← 0
4: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

5: for β ∈ F
m
2 do

6: y
(α)
β ← yβ � yβ+α

7: c(α) ←RM1Decode(y(α))
8: for β ∈ F

m
2 do

9: if c
(α)
β = 0 then

10: vβ ← vβ + yα+β

11: else
12: vβ ← vβ − yα+β

13: ỹ← y
14: for β ∈ F

m
2 do

15: vβ ← vβ
n−1

16: if |yβ − vβ| > θ|yβ| then
17: ỹβ ← vβ

18: if ỹ = y then
19: break
20: else
21: y← ỹ

22: return (η(y0), . . . , η(yn−1))

algorithm tries to recover the information symbols, RPA targets at the codeword
symbols. The LLR vector corresponding to the codeword of RM(2,m) is
estimated as

vα =
1

n− 1

∑
β 
=α

(−1)c
(α)
β yα+β,

and the coordinate yα is updated if the relative change in magnitude of vα
w.r.t. yα is at least θ. These steps are repeated iteratively until a stable point
is reached or the maximum number of iterations Nit is exceeded. According to
[52], setting Nit = �m2 � and θ = 0.05 is sufficient to achieve good performance
in most cases. The running time of RPA is O(Nitn

2 log n) ≈ O(n2 log n).

3.2.5 Proposed Improvement

Efficiency of majority voting

Let us take a closer look at the majority voting procedure. Consider the
transmission of all-zero codeword and assume that for each directional derivative
y(α), its s most likely values g(α),j are returned. The expected number of votes
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for the correct value g̃(α) can be expressed as

E[# votes for g̃(α)] =

E[# votes for g̃(α)|g(β) = g(β+α) = 0]

+E[# votes for g̃(α)|g(β) = g(β+α) �= 0].

Assume that there are d correct entries among the returned s(n− 1). The

first term on the r.h.s. is equal to (d2)
n−1 . The second term, which we will further

denotes as collision votes, can be estimated using the following proposition:

Proposition 5. Assume that the incorrect values of g(α) are uniformly dis-
tributed. Then

E[# votes for g̃(α)|g(β) = g(β+α) �= 0] ≈ O(s2).

Proof. From the uniformity assumption it follows that for any nonzero g′ the
expected number of elements g(β) = g′ is s(n−1)−d

n−1 . Thus, we get

E[# votes for g̃(α)|g(β) = g(β+α) �= 0] =

( s(n−1)−d
n−1
2

)
≈

(
s− d

n− 1

)2

≈ O(s2).

Sakkour in [71] states that the expected maximum number of votes for the
incorrect value for the case s = 1 is logn

log logn
. We can expect that with s > 1 it

will grow as O(s logn
log logn

) under the uniformity assumption.

Remark. The statements above are made under the assumption of the uni-
formity of the returned values g(α) and their independence from each other.
Strictly speaking, both assumptions do not hold in reality. The derivatives
clearly correlate with each other and there are no guarantees that the results
of their (list) decoding is uniform.

Let us now demonstrate what actually happens in the decoding process.
Figure 3.6 demonstrates how the number of collision votes for the correct
value changes with d for different values of s for RM(2, 8) and Eb/N0 = 1dB.
Although it is clear that its distribution of collision votes is rather far from
uniform and has a larger tail towards the higher number of votes, its mean scales
quadratically with s. Figures 3.7-3.8 demonstrate how the total number of
votes for the correct value and the maximum number of votes for the incorrect
value, which we denote as the best competitor, changes with d for different
values of s. Although the distribution is not uniform with a large tail towards
larger values, its mean scales linearly with s. Table 3.1 contains the computed
mean values for the collision and the best competitor votes for s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
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Table 3.1 – Mean votes for the correct value due to collisions and for the best
incorrect value.

s Collision votes, mean Best competitor votes, mean
1 0.5 7.3
2 4.8 21.3
3 11.9 35.1
4 20.9 48.8

Note that by increasing s we also implicitly increase d since the larger decoder
list size increases the chance of returning the correct codeword.

Figure 3.9 demonstrates another aspect of majority voting, namely how the
ratio of correct coefficients changes after the voting is completed. Again we
consider the code RM(2, 8) and set s = 1. We observe that even through the
majority voting is often unable to recover all correct values g(α), the procedure
increases their proportion as long as the initial number d of the recovered values
is not too small.
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Figure 3.9 – Correction capability of majority voting

Repeated majority voting

We observed in the previous section that returning s > 1 most likely values of
each g(α) increases the number of correct entries among them and therefore
the chances of majority voting succeed. Moreover, the majority voting tends
to increase the number of correct entries. This gives an intuition behind the
following idea:
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• In the first stage, s most likely values g(α),j, 0 ≤ j < s are returned.
This step increases the number of correct coefficients d among s(n− 1)
candidates

• Do the majority voting with O(s2n) checks per coordinate

• Repeat the majority procedure h times with O(n) checks using the values
obtained on the previous step

Complexity of this procedure is O(n2(s2 + h)), thus the whole decoding runs in
O(n2(log n+ s2+h)) time. The repeating majority vote is performed with only
best estimates because of the complexity concerns, but our experiments also
confirm that using all estimates does not improve the performance. Pseudocode
of the procedure is given in Algorithm 8.

We also noticed that after a few iterations the majority voting converges,
so the process can be stopped after i < h steps if no values g̃(α) were changed
in order to speed up the algorithm.

List decoding

The second improvement can be done at the last stage of the decoding process.
When a row Bi,∗ of matrix B is obtained, the correct value does not necessarily
correspond to the ML estimate. Hence, one can instead return s its most likely
values B

(j)
i,∗ along with their correlations z

(j)
i for 0 ≤ j < s. Any candidate

matrix is associated with a vector w so that its rows are B(wi)
i,∗ and the reliability

score of the matrix is μ(w) =
∑

i z
(wi)
i . We propose to construct L candidate

matrices with the largest scores. For each matrix B(l), the algorithm proceeds
further and produces a list of candidate codewords c(l). The closest codeword
to the received vector is returned as the decoding result.

Observe that for every fixed i the sequence {z(j)i }s−1j=0 corresponds to the
outputs of the procedure RM1SubcodeDecode, which are sorted in the decreasing
order. Therefore, vector w = (w0, . . . , wm−1) has larger score μ(w) than any
vector w′ s.t. w′i ≥ wi for all 0 ≤ i < m and there exists an index i′ s.t.
w′i′ > wi′ . This property is exploited in order to efficiently construct L matrices
with the largest scores one-by-one using the priority queue. We start from
the matrix associated with an all-zero vector and after processing the matrix
(w0, . . . , wm−1) we add all vectors (w0+1, . . . , wm−1), . . . , (w0, . . . , wm−1+1) to
the priority queue, discarding duplicates. Thus we ensure that at most m new
entries are added to the priority queue and hence the complexity of the candidate
matrix generation step is dominated by O(n log n) term from the decoding
of first-order code and therefore the overall complexity is O((L + n)n log n).
Algorithm 9 demonstrates the pseudocode of this procedure.

Let us also briefly mention other attempted strategies:
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Algorithm 8 Improved SPM decoder
1: procedure SPMImproved(y, h, s)
2: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

3: for β ∈ F
m
2 \ {0} do

4: y
(α)
β ← yβ � yα+β

5: {(v(α),j,g(α),j)|0 ≤ j < s} ←RM1Decode(y(α))
6: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

7: g̃(α) ← Maj
β∈Fm

2
0≤j1,j2<s

(g(β),j1 + g(β+α),j2)

8: for i← 2 to h do
9: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

10: g(α) ← g̃(α)

11: for α ∈ F
m
2 \ {0} do

12: g̃(α) ← Maj
β∈Fm

2

(g(β) + g(β+α))

13: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
14: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

15: t
(i)
(α) ← (−1)g̃(α)

i v(α),0

16: (zi,Bi,∗)←RM1SubcodeDecode(i, t(i))
17: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
18: for j > i do
19: if zi > zj then
20: Bi,j ← Bj,i

21: ĉ← ev(
∑

i<j Bi,jxixj)
22: for i← 0 to 2m − 1 do
23: ŷi ← (−1)ĉiyi
24: (v,g)←RM1Decode(ŷ)
25: return B,g

• Combine Algorithm 8 and 9. The simulations show that the error-
correction capability does not improve. When the repeating majority
voting is applied, it pushes vectors ti closer to the codewords of first-order
code. During this procedure, either the vector is pushed towards the
right direction (in this case ML decoding of the subcode returns correct
value of Bi,∗), or it is brought too far from the correct estimate and has
sufficiently small correlation to not appear among the several most likely
values.

• Replace hard votes in the majority voting by soft estimates v(β) � v(α+β).
No observed impact on performance.
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Algorithm 9 List SPM decoder
1: procedure SPMList(y, s, L)
2: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

3: for β ∈ F
m
2 \ {0} do

4: y
(α)
β ← yβ � yα+β

5: (v(α),g(α))←RM1Decode(y(α))
6: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

7: g̃(α) ← Maj
β∈Fm

2

(g(β) + g(β+α))

8: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
9: for α ∈ F

m
2 \ {0} do

10: t
(i)
α ← (−1)g(α)

i v(α)

11: {(z(j)i ,B
(j)
i,∗ )|0 ≤ j < s} ←RM1SubcodeDecode(i, t(i))

12: Q.Push(
∑

i z
(0)
i ,0)

13: for l ← 0 to L− 1 do
14: (z,w)←Q.ExtractMax()
15: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
16: w′ ← w
17: w′i ← w′i + 1
18: if w′i < s− 1 then
19: Q.Push(

∑
i z

(w′i)
i ,w′)

20: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
21: B

(l)
i,∗ ← B

(wi)
i,∗

22: for i← 0 to m− 1 do
23: for j > i do
24: if z

(wi)
i > z

(wj)
j then

25: B
(l)
i,j ← B

(l)
j,i

26: ĉ(l) ← ev(
∑

i<j B
(l)
i,jxixj)

27: for i← 0 to 2m − 1 do
28: ŷ

(l)
i ← (−1)ĉ(l)i yi

29: (v,g(l))←RM1Decode(ŷ(l))
30: return B(l),g(l) that correspond to the codeword closest to y.
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Table 3.2 – Decoding algorithms for RM(2,m)

Algorithm Complexity
1 Recursive/SCL [51, 28] O(Ln log n)
2 RPA [52] O(n2 log n)
3 SPM [69] O(n2 log n)
4 Proposed improved SPM O(n2(log n+ s2 + h))
5 Proposed list SPM O((L+ n)n log n)

Performance

In this section, the performance of proposed algorithms is illustrated. We
consider the transmission through AWGN channel with BPSK modulation.
The performance of proposed methods is compared with other efficient RM
decoding algorithms that can be found in the literature. Frame error rate
(FER) is used as a performance metric. All participants of this comparison are
presented in table 3.2. The lower bound on the ML performance was computed
by running the SCL decoder with sufficiently large list so that whether an
incorrect codeword is returned, it is closer to the received vector than the correct
codeword and therefore the ML decoder would also be erroneous. We also
adjust the parameters of all algorithms so that the complexity is approximately
O(n2 log n).

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate the results for codes RM(2, 8) and RM(2, 9),
respectively. It can be seen that for the former code, all algorithms perform
sufficiently close to each other and within less than 0.25 dB from the simulated
ML lower bound. However, for the latter code we get a different picture.
SCL algorithm with list size L = 512 demonstrates significantly worse results
compared to the other algorithms and SPM algorithm also falls behind. On
the other hand, both proposed algorithms as well as RPA perform equally well.
SCL is outperformed by 0.5 dB and SPM by 0.2 dB.

Remark. A permutation-based version of SCL decoder closes the gap and
performs similarly to RPA and the proposed decoders.

Complexity reduction

The dominant factor in the complexity of the projection-based algorithms is
the number of decoded projections. One can now ask whether it is possible to
take a smaller subset B of the derivative directions without losing too much in
performance. We studied two possible strategies for selecting B:

• Any coordinate g(α) has the same number of check relations (3.6) (which
decreases quadratically with |B|). Choosing the elements of B uniformly
at random gives the similar result;
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Figure 3.11 – Performance of decoding RM(2, 9)
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Figure 3.12 – RM(2, 9), projection-based performance degradation

• Some coordinates g(α) have large number of check relations and some
have very small; we treat the latter as erasures.

Our experiments showed that the first outcome gives better performance.
Figure 3.12 demonstrates how the performance of RPA and the proposed list
SPM decoder degrades with |B| with the uniform selection rule. The code in
consideration is RM(2, 9) and the transmission takes place over the AWGN
channel with Eb/N0 = 1.5dB.

It can be seen that frame error rate of the proposed decoder grows signifi-
cantly faster. We attribute it to the iterative fashion of RPA algorithm which
makes it more robust to the less reliable estimates.

Remark. The recent paper [72] tackles this problem by running several
instances of RPA algorithm with randomly selected sets B and returning the
closest codeword to the received vector, which for second-order codes allows to
even outperform the original RPA algorithm and reach the ML performance
while having the smaller complexity.





Symmetry-Induced
Constraints on Decoding
Efficiency 4
In the previous chapter we discussed the decoding of Reed-Muller codes based
on their automorphism group and presented two algorithms. Although it is
clear that some gain can be achieved compared to the conventional decoders,
the experiments demonstrate that near-ML performance quickly becomes com-
putationally unfeasible for large block lengths except the low- and high-rate
regimes. The successive cancellation decoding of eBCH codes needs even
larger list size to achieve near-ML performance [73]. The similar phenomenon
is observed when trying to design codes that are efficiently decodable with
permutation-based methods.

In this chapter, we demonstrate that the invariance under general affine
group makes the code asymptotically ill-suited for successive cancellation
decoding or its variations. We also present the first proof that eBCH and Reed-
Muller codes need an exponential list size for near-ML decoding. Moreover,
the similar result holds even under significantly milder conditions, i.e., when
we only require that several partial derivatives of the code have small rates. In
the last section we apply our partial symmetry framework to show that the
automorphism group of polar codes cannot include many affine permutations
besides the lower-triangular group.

The initial version of this work, which only considers monomial codes,
appears in [74] and its further refinement and generalization for the case of
arbitrary binary linear codes is published in [75]. This chapter is based on the
preprint version [76] of the latter manuscript.

43
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Figure 4.1 – Recursions in successive cancellation decoding

4.1 Partial Derivatives and Decoding
Efficiency

Let us begin by explaining the dependence between the rates of the derivative
codes and the complexity of the optimal decoding with SCL algorithm.

Proposition 6. Consider a code C of length n = 2m and the transmission
through a BMS channel W . If for all i ∈ [m] holds R(C(ei)) > I(W (−)), SC list
algorithm needs the list size L = 2Ω(n) to achieve ML performance.

Proof. Consider a vector y that corresponds to the output of BMS channel
W after the codeword of C was transmitted. The recursive application of
channel transformations (2.4) in the SC decoding process can be reformulated
as follows:

1. Recover c(−) = c
n/2−1
0 ⊕ cn−1n/2 from vector y(−) that corresponds to the

output of channel W (−).

2. Recover c(+) = cn−1n/2 = c(−) ⊕ c
n/2−1
0 from vector y(+) that corresponds

to the output of channel W (+), assuming that c(−) is correct.

3. Return c = (c(−) ⊕ c(+)|c(+)).

In this perspective, the decoding is a two-stage process, when we first recover
c(−) ∈ C(−), assuming the transmission through the synthetic channel W (−),
and then use it to recover c(+) ∈ C(+), assuming the transmission through the
synthetic channel W (+). Figure 4.1 illustrates this process.
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Observe now that any codeword of the code C(−) = {cn/2−10 ⊕ cn−1n/2 |c ∈ C}
that appears at the first step of the SC recursions can be written as

c(−) = (c0 + c0⊕e0 , . . . , cn/2−1 + cn/2−1⊕e0),

and therefore the code C(−) is a partial derivative of C w.r.t. x0. Consequently,
at each level of the SC recursions we pick a variable xi and perform the
decomposition of C into codes C(−) and C(+), where the former is a partial
derivative w.r.t. variable xi and the latter has generating set MC(+) = {f ∈
C| ∂f

∂xi
= 0}. The standard SC decoding implies the selection of variable xi at

level i, where level 0 is the recursion start and at level m we have length-1
codes that correspond to the information and frozen bits.

The SCL decoder ensures that at every step of the recursion there are at
most L distinct vectors c(−) or c(+) and therefore the decoder can only succeed
if the correct codeword is in the list. Now, if R(C(−)) > I(W (−)), we are
trying to decode above the capacity and therefore need the list at least of size
2n(R(C(−))−I(W (−))) to succeed [77, eq. (1.6)]. It remains to recall that code C(−)
is a partial derivative C(ei), where i depends on the chosen ordering.

Remark. In case of SC decoding of an arbitrary polynomial code using the
GPD framework (2.11), the final codeword has the form c = (c(−) ⊕ c(+) ⊕
ĉ|c(+) ⊕ ĉ), where ĉ = u

n/2−1
0 ĨG3. Since u

n/2−1
0 is known after the recovery of

c(−), the required corrections at steps 2 and 3 are trivial.

Remark 2. The condition R(C(ei)) > I(W (−)) in Proposition 6 implies that
the code C(ei) is capacity-achieving and can be safely replaced with R(C(ei)) > Î,
where Î is the largest capacity of the channel from the same family as W (−) so
that the ML decoding of C(ei) almost always succeeds.

As follows from Proposition 6, in order to have good performance with
small list size a code should have a derivative with sufficiently small rate. For
example, we know that a polar code of rate R = I(W ) achieves capacity of W
under SC decoding and since by construction it is a (u|u+ v) concatenation
of two polar codes for the corresponding channels W (−) and W (+), there is
a derivative C(ei) of rate R̂(−) ≈ I(W (−)). By convention we have i = 0 (or
i = m− 1 if the bit-reversal permutation is utilized in the code construction).

The case of permutation-based SCL decoding is significantly more demand-
ing in terms of the code structure. In section 3.1.2 we demonstrated that
applying a variable permutation on the received vector changes the order of
partial derivatives in the SC recursions. Consequently, different codes C(−) and
C(+) appear during the decoding process and in order to get good performance
we need several derivatives C(ei) with sufficiently small rates.
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Figure 4.2 – Different decompositions of (16, 8) code with MC =
{1, x0, x1, x2, x3, x1x2, x1x3, x2x3}.

Example 2. Consider (16, 8, 4) code C with

MC = {1, x0, x1, x2, x3, x1x2, x1x3, x2x3}.

In case of standard SC decoding we have C(−) = C(e0) = ∂
∂x0
C that is a (8, 1, 8)

code with generating set MC(e0) = {1}. On the other hand, variable permutation
π = (3, 2, 1, 0) corresponds to C(−) = C(e3) = ∂

∂x3
C that is a (8, 3, 4) code with

generating set MC(e3) = {1, x1, x2}. Figure 4.2 demonstrates one more step of
the SC recursions.

4.2 Fully Symmetric Codes

Definition 1. A (2m, k) code C is fully symmetric if all its partial derivatives
have equal dimensions.

Let us denote the dimension of the derivatives as k̃. In this section, we
demonstrate that for fully symmetric codes k̃ is bounded from below and in
fact becomes of order k/2. We also show that the Reed-Muller and eBCH codes
are fully symmetric.

Proposition 7. Consider a (2m, k) fully symmetric code C. If its dimension
can be expressed as k =

∑l−1
i=0

(
m
i

)
+ j lcm(l,m)

l
, where 0 ≤ j lcm(l,m)

l
<

(
m
l

)
, then

k̃ ≥
l−2∑
i=0

(
m− 1

i

)
+ j

lcm(l,m)

m
(4.1)

We get lcm in the expression due to the full symmetry constraint, which is
further explained below. We call the code optimal if it satisfies (4.1) with an
equality.

Proposition 8. Consider a sequence of optimal fully symmetric codes C of
fixed rate and increasing length 2m. Then for i ∈ [m]

lim
m→∞

R(C(ei)) = R(C). (4.2)
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Proposition 7 implies that list or permutation decoding in any channel W
s.t. k̃

2m−1 > I(W (−)) needs an exponential complexity to achieve the ML per-
formance, and proposition 8 states that this condition asymptotically becomes
R(C) > I(W (−)).

4.2.1 Proof of Proposition 7 for Monomial Codes

Let us start from the rate-1 code Cm. All its derivatives are also rate-1 codes
and therefore Cm is fully symmetric. Any monomial code C can be constructed
by removing 2m − k monomials from MCm and we would like to do it in a
way such that C is fully symmetric and k̃ is minimized. Observe that ∂xv

∂xi
is

nonzero iff vi = 1 and hence removing xv from the generating set decreases the
dimensions of wt(v) = deg(xv) partial derivatives by 1 (or equivalently, the
dimensions of all derivatives are decreased on average by wt(v)

m
). This implies

that the optimum strategy is to remove 2m−k monomials of the largest degrees.

If k =
∑l

i=0

(
m
i

)
, 0 ≤ l ≤ m, we simply remove all monomials of degree

larger than l and consequently each derivative contains all monomials on m− 1
variables of degree at most l − 1, which gives k̃ =

∑l−1
i=0

(
m−1
i

)
. Otherwise, we

can write k =
∑l−1

i=0

(
m
i

)
+ p, 0 < p <

(
m
l

)
, and remove p monomials of degree l

in addition. It follows that the dimensions of all derivatives are decreased on
average by pl

m
, and since the code is fully symmetric the actual decrease for any

derivative should also be pl
m

. Therefore, pl
m

must be an integer, which is true
only if p is a multiple of lcm(l,m)

l
, which implies the bound (4.1).

The bound coincides with the parameters of Reed-Muller codes when j = 0.
Otherwise, the set of monomials to remove can be found by considering a
bipartite graph G = (VL, VR, E) with left vertices hi ∈ VL isomorphic to
variables xi, 0 ≤ i < m and right vertices hv ∈ VR isomorphic to all degree-l
monomials xv. We draw an edge between hi and hv if the monomial xv contains
variable xi. This graph is (

(
m−1
l−1

)
, l)-biregular and we want to remove all but

j lcm(l,m)
l

of its right vertices so that the graph remains biregular, i.e., find its
(·, l)-biregular subgraph G ′.

Figure 4.3 demonstrates an example of graph G for m = 4, l = 2 and one
of its possible (1, 2)-regular subgraphs G ′ (in red). Such G ′ can be found as a
maximum flow solution for the network with the source connected to all left
vertices with capacity- lcm(l,m)

l
edges, the sink connected to all right vertices

with capacity-m edges and all e ∈ E having the unit capacity.

4.2.2 Proof of Proposition 7 for Polynomial Codes

We start from a simple case and consider an (2m, k) code Cr ⊆ span{xv|wt(v) =
r} for some fixed r. By definition, 0 ≤ k ≤

(
m
r

)
, and consequently 0 ≤ k̃ ≤
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Figure 4.3 – (3, 2)-regular G and (1, 2)-regular G ′

(
m−1
r−1

)
. Code Cr by definition is spanned by k degree-r linearly independent

homogeneous polynomials fs, 0 ≤ s < k. Assume now a certain ordering on
monomials xv(j) , e.g., lexicographic w.r.t. v(j), and consider the k×

(
m
r

)
matrix

M such that Ms,j = 1 if fs includes v(j). M is a basis of the linear space of all
polynomials whose evaluations are codewords of Cr and therefore has full row
rank, so we can use Gaussian elimination to transform it into M̃ =

(
I ∗

)
P,

where P is a column permutation matrix. Let us further define a vector φ s.t.
φj = 1 if j-th column of M̃ is a columnd of the identity matrix.

Similarly, the generator of the linear space corresponding to the partial
derivative ∂

∂xi
is a matrix M̃i obtained by removing all columns of M̃ but the

ones that correspond to monomials that include xi = 1. Its dimension is equal to
rank M̃i. From the construction it follows that rank M̃i ≥ |{j|φj = 1∧v(j)i = 1}|.
In case of monomial codes we have rank M̃i = |{j|φj = 1∧ v

(j)
i = 1}|, so it only

remains to see that the bound (4.1) minimizes maxi |{j|φj = 1 ∧ v
(j)
i = 1}|.

The extension to the general case is straightforward.

Example 3. Consider m = 4, r = 2, k = 4 and assume φ = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0),
where the ordering on degree-2 monomials is (x0x1, x0x2, x2x3, x1x2, x1x3, x2x3).
This vector corresponds to the matrix

M̃ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
∗ 1 0 0 0 ∗
∗ 0 1 0 0 ∗
∗ 0 0 1 0 ∗
∗ 0 0 0 1 ∗

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

where ∗ can be any binary value. The partial derivatives correspond to the
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matrices

M̃0 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
∗ 1 0
∗ 0 1
∗ 0 0
∗ 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ M̃1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
∗ 0 0
∗ 0 0
∗ 1 0
∗ 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

M̃2 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
1 0 ∗
0 0 ∗
0 1 ∗
0 0 ∗

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ M̃3 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
0 0 ∗
1 0 ∗
0 0 ∗
0 1 ∗

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

We have maxi rank M̃i ≥ 2 and we know that the code spanned by monomials
{x0x2, x0x3, x1x2, x1x3} has maxi rank M̃i = 2.

4.2.3 Proof of Proposition 8

Let m be an odd number and consider an optimal fully symmetric code of
rate 1/2. Its dimension can be expressed as k = 2m−1 =

∑�m/2�
i=0

(
m
i

)
and its

derivatives have dimension

k̃ =

�m/2�−1∑
i=0

(
m− 1

i

)
.

Now consider
∣∣∣ k̃
2m−1 − 1

2

∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣( m−1
�m/2�)
2m

∣∣∣∣, which goes to 0 with m → ∞, and to

finish the proof it remains to notice that the bound (4.1) is convex, which
gives the same convergence for all values of k. Assume now that ∂C

∂xi
is a

subcode of C, i.e., Aut(C) contains the permutation x → x + ei. Since any
permutation x→ x+ b can be decomposed into a product of transpositions,
we have dim ∂C

∂xi
≤ k/2 due to Theorem 1 and therefore the lower bound on the

derivative code rate converges to the worst-case value.

4.2.4 Symmetry of RM and eBCH Codes

Proposition 9. If C is invariant w.r.t. a swap of variables (xi, xj), then its
partial derivatives w.r.t. these variables are permutation equivalent.

Proof. Consider Boolean functions f and f̃ , where f̃ is obtained from f by
swapping variables xi and xj. It follows that ∂f̃

∂xj
can be obtained from ∂f

∂xi
by

swapping variables xi and xj.

Proposition 10. Reed-Muller codes are fully symmetric

Proof. Indeed, by construction Mr,m includes all m-variate monomials up to
degree r and the generating set of any partial derivative consists of all (m− 1)-
variate monomials up to degree r − 1.
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Lemma 1. If Aut(C) contains permutation π s.t. π(x + b̃) = π(x) + b for
some nonzero b, b̃ ∈ F

m
2 , then the codes induced by the direction derivatives

Db and Db̃ are permutation equivalent.

Proof. Consider some function f(x) which is a codeword of C and its permuta-
tion g(x) = f(π(x)). Take the derivatives in directions b and b̃:

Dbf(x) = f(x) + f(x+ b)

Db̃g(x) = g(x) + g(x+ b̃)

= f(π(x)) + f(π(x+ b̃)) = f(π(x)) + f(π(x) + b)

It follows that Db̃g can be obtained from Dbf by map x → π(x). Since
both f and g are codewords of C, we can conclude that any codeword of Db̃C
can be obtained from a codeword of DbC by permutation and vice versa and
consequently the derivatives of C in directions b and b̃ lead to permutation
equivalent codes.

Proposition 11. Affine-invariant codes are fully symmetric

Proof. A code is called affine-invariant if it is invariant under GA(1,F2m). Any
permutation x→ ax ∈ GA(1,F2m) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 for all
pairs (b, b̃) s.t. bb̃−1 = a and it follows that all derivative codes are permutation
equivalent.

Corollary 1. eBCH codes are fully symmetric

Proof. Indeed, by Proposition 2 eBCH codes are affine-invariant and therefore
fully symmetric.

Figure 4.4 shows the actual derivative code rates for eBCH codes of length
512 along with the lower bound (4.1) on the derivative rates for fully symmetric
codes (recall that RM codes achieve this bound) compared to the smallest
derivative rate for polar codes constructed using the Gaussian approximation
[78] for Eb/N0 = 2dB. By convention, the derivative code of polar code with
the smallest rate is C(e0). The capacity transformation for BEC is given as a
reference (if I(W ) = (1 − ε), I(W (−)) = (1 − ε)2). Observe that the bound
is rather loose for eBCH codes, that are in fact close to an upper bound
k/2. Potentially a better bound might be derived by taking more structural
properties into consideration rather than just full symmetry, which we leave
as a direction for the future research. However, this plot provides a good
demonstration why the list size for near-ML decoding of the eBCH codes grows
substantially faster than for the Reed-Muller codes (and why for both codes it
quickly becomes impractical). An interesting observation is that the smallest
derivative rate for polar codes is close to the capacity of the erasure channel
W (−) despite being constructed for the Gaussian channel.
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Figure 4.4 – Bounds on the derivative code rates for fully symmetric codes,
n = 512

4.2.5 Interlude: Derivative-Constrained Polar Codes

Let us now pay a little bit more attention to the fact that the best projection
C(e0) for polar codes constructed for Gaussian channel has much smaller rate
compared to the capacity of the underlying channel. We know that polar
codes are optimized for the case of SC decoding without list (L = 1) and we
can expect that any other code will have inferior performance. However, the
situation changes when we consider list decoding with L > 1. Reed-Muller
codes represent the trivial example, outperforming polar codes by far if the list
size is unbounded. Whereas the analysis of the error probability of list decoder
for any finite list size L > 1 remains an open problem, we propose a simple
heuristic construction of polar codes with improved performance under SCL
decoding, which can be described as follows.

Consider the construction of (n, k) polar code and assume that we have
the vector r of reliabilities of the corresponding synthetic bit subchannels.
In order to obtain a vanilla polar code, we take the frozen set F as indices
of n − k smallest entries of r. The dimension of C(e0) can be computed as
|{i ∈ F c|i < n/2}|, i.e., the number of non-frozen indices in the first half
of vector r. Let us denote this dimension as k̃∗. A derivative-constrained
(n, k) polar code with constraint parameter s is constructed by imposing the
restriction on set F so that dim C(e0) = k̃∗ + s. Such restriction can be easily
implemented by replacing s indices i′j < n/2 in F with the largest reliabilities
with s indices i′′j ≥ n/2 of non-frozen symbols with the smallest reliabilities.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 demonstrate the performance of derivative-constrained
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Figure 4.5 – Derivative-constrained polar codes, L = 32 and L = 128
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Figure 4.6 – Derivative-constrained polar codes, L = 512 and L = 2048

(256, 128) codes for s ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16}, where Gaussian approximation at Eb/N0 =
2dB is used to estimate the subchannel reliabilities and SCL algorithm with
L ∈ {32, 128, 512, 2048} is used for decoding. The performance plots confirm the
intuition behind the construction: whereas for L = 32, derivative-constrained
codes only for s = 4 and s = 8 perform strictly better, when L is increased the
similar thing happens to the codes with larger values of s, reaching s = 16 when
the list size L = 2048 is used during the decoding. Therefore, we can expect
that the optimal value s should grow with L and for unbounded list size the
optimal dim C(e0) for the derivative-constrained code most likely coincides with
the dimension of the corresponding Reed-Muller code (if k can be expressed as∑

0≤i≤r
(
m
r

)
for some r ≥ 0) since Reed-Muller codes in simulations demonstrate

the best ML performance among all monomial codes.

Remark. The construction of derivative-constrained polar codes with CRC or
polar subcodes has inferior performance compared to the vanilla constructions.

Remark 2. The essentially similar idea (although coming from somewhat
different motivation) was recently investigated in [79]. Whereas the idea of
derivative-constrained codes is based only on the topmost SC recursion step and
just the dimension of code C(e0) is modified, authors in [79] perform extensive
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simulations combined with the dynamic programming approach to optimize
the dimensions of codes C(−) and C(+) at all levels of SC recursion. They
achieve the performance of CRC-concatenated polar codes without using CRC.
However, even after combining with CRC, there is no improvement over vanilla
CRC-concatenated codes.

4.3 Partially Symmetric Codes

We demonstrated that the full symmetry puts a rather restrictive lower bound
on the dimensions of the derivatives. In this section, we show what happens if
we demand fewer symmetries and derive the corresponding bound.

Definition 2. A (2m, k) code C is t-symmetric if t of its partial derivatives
have equal dimensions, which we denote as k̃t, and m − t have dimensions
strictly greater.

In other words, there exists a set of target derivatives Ht, |Ht| = t, such that
∀ei ∈ Ht dim C(ei) = k̃t and ∀ei /∈ Ht dim C(ei) > k̃t. A code is fully symmetric
if t = m, non-symmetric if t = 1 and partially symmetric otherwise. Reed-
Muller codes are fully symmetric and polar codes are in general non-symmetric.
Without loss of generality, we assume Ht = {ei|i ∈ [t]}.

Proposition 12. If a t-symmetric code C has dimension k =
∑l−1

i=0

(
t
i

)
2m−t +

j lcm(l,t)
l

, then

k̃t ≥
l−2∑
i=0

(
t− 1

i

)
2m−t + j

lcm(l, t)

t
(4.3)

We get lcm in the expression due to the t-symmetry constraint, which is further
explained below. Again we call a partially symmetric code optimal if it satisfies
(4.3) with an equality.

Proposition 13. Consider a sequence of optimal t-symmetric codes C of fixed
rate and increasing length 2m, where t is an increasing function of m. Then
for i ∈ [t]

lim
m→∞

R(C(ei)) = R(C). (4.4)

Therefore, even in more relaxed setting we get the lower bound similar to
the one for fully symmetric codes and identical asymptotic result. However,
the speed of convergence is different and depends on t. Using the result of
Reeves and Pfister that upper bounds the rate difference between RM(r,m)
and RM(r,m+ 1) [46, Lemma 7], we can conclude that
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Table 4.1 – Impact of monomials on the dimension of code and its target
derivatives

l Change in dim Cm,t Change in ∂
∂xi

dim Cm,t #{xv : τv = l}
t 1 1 2m−t

t− 1 lcm(t,t−1)
t−1

lcm(t,t−1)
t

(
t

t−1
)
2m−t

...
...

...
...

1 t 1 t2m−t

R(C)−R(C(ei)) ≤ O

(
1√
t

)
(4.5)

4.3.1 Proof of Proposition 12

Define τv = |{i ∈ [t]|vi = 1}|, i.e. the number of variables {x0, . . . , xt−1} in the
monomial xv. We start from rate-1 code Cm and using the same argument as
in section 4.2.1 we conclude that removing 2m − k monomials of the largest τv
gives the optimal t-symmetric code. The number of monomials xv s.t. τv = l is(
t
l

)
2m−t since l of the variables {x0, . . . , xt−1} can be selected in

(
t
l

)
ways with

any combination of the remaining m− t.

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the lower bound (4.3) on the derivative rates of
partially symmetric codes for t > 2 and n = 512. In case of 3-symmetric codes,
the bound is close to the BEC curve, which is similar to the best derivative for
polar codes, so we can expect rather good list decoding performance. However,
it quickly grows with t, so we expect the large list size for near-ML decoding
except for the low- and high-rate regions.

Similarly to the section 4.2.2, the bound for monomial codes also holds for
polynomial codes.

4.3.2 Proof of Proposition 13

Let t be an odd number and consider an optimal t-symmetric code of rate 1/2.
Its dimension can be expressed as k = 2m−1 = 2m−t

∑�t/2�
i=0

(
t
i

)
and its target

derivatives have dimension

k̃t = 2m−t
�t/2�−1∑

i=0

(
t− 1

i

)
.

If t is an increasing function of m, similarly to section 4.2.3 the expression
k̃t/2

m−1 converges to 1/2 and due to convexity of bound (4.3), the same holds
for all values of k. Therefore, any sequence of (2m, k) binary linear codes
with the partial symmetry growing with m is asymptotically bad for polar-like
decoding.
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Figure 4.7 – Lower bounds on the derivative code rates for partially symmetric
codes, n = 512

4.3.3 Code Construction

The construction of the optimal t-symmetric monomial codes, i.e., achieving
(4.3) with equality, is summarized in Algorithm 10.

Algorithm 10 Construction of optimal partially symmetric code
Take MC = MCm , k′ = |MCm | = 2m

l̂ ← t
while k′ − 2m−t

(
t
l̂

)
≥ k do

Remove from MC all monomials with τv = l̂
l̂ ← l̂ − 1, k′ ← k′ − 2m−t

(
t
l̂

)
d̂← m− t+ l̂
while k′ −

(
t
l̂

)(
m−t
d̂−l̂

)
≥ k do

Remove from MC all degree-d̂ monomials with τv = l̂
d̂← d̂− 1, k′ ← k′ −

(
t
l̂

)(
m−t
d̂−l̂

)
while k′ −

(
t
l̂

)
≥ k do

Pick a degree-(d̂− l̂) monomial xs s.t. τs = 0
Remove from MC all degree-d̂ monomials with τv = l̂ that contain xs

k′ ← k′ −
(
t
l̂

)
return MC

We can use Algorithm 10 to establish an upper bound on the minimum
distance of codes achieving k̃∗m,t.
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Table 4.2 – Monomials to remove.

l Impact on dimension Monomials
3 Remove 1 monomial x0x1x2x3

k̃ decreases by 1 x0x1x2

2 Remove 3 monomials x0x1x3, x0x2x3, x1x2x3

k̃ decreases by 2 x0x1, x0x2, x1x2

1 Remove 3 monomials x0x3, x1x3, x2x3

k̃ decreases by 1 x0, x1, x2

Proposition 14. Consider a code Cm,t which achieves the lower bound and
assume that Algorithm 10 stopped at some l = l̂. Then the minimum distance
of Cm,t is at most 2m−z, where z = l̂ + m − t if less than

(
t
l̂

)
first entries at

stage l = l̂ were removed and z = l̂ − 1 +m− t otherwise.

Proof. For any l, the maximal total degree of monomials considered in this
stage is l +m− t (l variables from Mt and all m− t from Mc

t), and there are(
t
l

)
such monomials. Plugging this into (2.1) completes the proof.

Remark Algorithm 10 constructs codes with poor minimum distance for
small values of t. For example, in case of 2-symmetric codes with dimension
k ≥ 2m − 2m−2 only at most 2m−2 monomials of τv = 2 are removed and from
Proposition 14 it follows that the code has minimum distance at most 2.

In practice, one can construct t-symmetric codes as subcodes of some Reed-
Muller codes RM(r,m) to guarantee that the minimum distance is at least
2m−r. In this case, at step 1 we start from Mr,m instead of MCm , at step 2
the term 2m−t is replaced with

(
t
l̂

)∑min(m−t,r−l̂)
i=0

(
m−t
i

)
and at step 3 the initial

value of d̂ becomes min(m− t+ l̂, r) (since after step 1 all monomials with the
degree greater than r are already removed and therefore out of consideration).

Example 4. Consider m = 4, t = 3 and k = 8. All monomials with nontrivial
τv are listed in Table 4.2 sorted in the removal order. Start from M4, k

′ = 16
and go to step 2. Set l̂ = 3. 16 − 24−3

(
3
3

)
= 14 ≥ 8, so we remove all

monomials that contain x0x1x2 (x0x1x2x3 and x0x1x2), now k′ = 14 and l̂ = 2.
14 − 24−3

(
3
2

)
= 8 ≥ 8, so we remove all monomials that contain x0x1, x0x2

or x1x2 (x0x1x3, x0x2x3, x1x2x3 and x0x1, x0x2, x1x2), now k′ = 8 and the
construction procedure is terminated since k′ = k.

The constructed (16, 8, 4) code has generating set

MC4,3 = {x0x3, x1x3, x2x3, x0, x1, x2, x3, 1}

and all of its target derivatives have the generating set {x3, 1} of cardinality 2.
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Assume that k satisfies proposition 12 and Algorithm 10 ends with k′ > k.
This means that for some fixed degree-(d̂ − l̂) monomial xs, τs = 0 we need
to remove k′ − k degree-d̂ monomials with τv = l̂ that contain xs so that
the dimensions of all target derivatives are decreased by (k′−k)l̂

t
. The set of

monomials to remove can be found using the same bipartite graph formulation
as in section 4.2.1.

4.3.4 Structure of Partially Symmetric Monomial Codes

Let us define Čm,t as the code obtained from Algorithm 10.

Proposition 15. For any Čm,t holds Tm ∈ Aut(Čm,t).

This property follows directly from the code construction. Consider a
monomial xv ∈MČm,t

and assume it has l̃ variables in Mt. Any divisor xs of
xv has τs ≤ l̃ and smaller degree, so it cannot be removed from MČm,t

before
xv in the construction process.

Proposition 16. Čm,t is invariant w.r.t. any permutation on sets {x0, . . . , xt−1}
and {xt, . . . , xm−1}.

It is sufficient to observe that for any d, l all degree-d monomials with τv = l
are either in MČm,t

or its complement.

Note that in some cases codes Čm,t might coincide with the ones from [36]
(which are for some choice of parameters invariant w.r.t. {x0, . . . , xt−1}, but
are optimized for SC decoding error probability rather than the projected
code dimensions), but contrary to them the construction of Čm,t is channel-
independent.

Proposition 17. For any ei ∈ Ht code Č(ei)m,t achieves k̃∗m−1,t−1.

Consider the generating set of code Čm,t. It contains all monomials of two
types:

1. With τv < l̂;

2. With τv = l̂ and total degree less than d̂

for some l̂, d̂. When we take the derivative in the direction ei ∈ Ht, the
monomials of first type now have less than l̂− 1 variables in Mt \ {xi} and the
monomials of second type now have exactly l̂ − 1 variables in Mt \ {xi} and
total degree less than d̂− 1. The only thing left here is to notice that matches
the description of code Čm−1,t−1.
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Figure 4.8 – List and permutation decoding performance, (256, 127) 3-symmetric
and (256, 128) 5-symmetric monomial codes

4.3.5 Performance of Partially Symmetric Monomial
Codes

We consider the transmission via additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel with binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. We compare
the list and permutation decoding of optimal (256, 127) 3-symmetric and
(256, 128) 5-symmetric monomial codes that are subcodes of RM(4, 8), which
are constructed with the proposed algorithm. The set of permutations πi is
selected as in [36], namely by sorting all m! factor graph layer permutations
by the SC decoding error probability and picking P smallest such that the
Hamming distance between any pair (πi′ , πi′′) is at least 5 so that they are
more likely to correct different error patterns. We observed that this method
performs better than randomly choosing from t! layer permutations.

The results are presented at figure 4.8. Despite almost identical ML per-
formance, 3-symmetric codes perform better under SCL decoding. In case
of 5-symmetric codes, permutation decoding is as efficient as SCL. A similar
behavior for partially symmetric codes is also observed in [43] and [44], where
a larger group of permutations is used for the decoding.

We also demonstrate the performance of partially symmetric monomial
codes in BEC(ε), where the polynomial-time ML decoding is available. Figure
4.9 shows the frame error rate of codes of length 512 and rate 1/2, constructed
for different values of t such that the minimum distance of the constructed
codes for t ≤ 7 is equal to 16 (for t = 8 = 9 we get the Reed-Muller code with
dmin = 32). The polar code at the figure is constructed for each value of ε. Its
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Figure 4.9 – ML performance in BEC, n = 512, k = 256.

minimum distance depends on the target erasure probability and jumps from 8
to 16 between ε = 0.36 and ε = 0.38.

One conclusion that can be made from the picture is that the ML perfor-
mance does not strictly improve with t. However, partially symmetric codes
for some values of t demonstrate better performance compared to the polar
code, although the gap is not large.

In order to further illustrate the limitations of the projection-based decod-
ing, let us consider a variation of RPA algorithm [52] for decoding arbitrary
error-correcting codes in the binary erasure channel, which is summarized in
Algorithm 11. For a code C, consider some set B of the directions. Then in
order to recover the erased positions in codeword (c0, . . . , c2m−1) of C, for each
α ∈ B we compute the corresponding vectors y(α) and use the bitwise MAP
decoder based on the Gaussian elimination in order to (partially) recover the
codewords c(α). Any recovered position of c(α) can be written as cβ ⊕ cβ+α, so
if only one of the positions cβ, cβ+α was erased, we can always recover another
one. The process is iteratively repeated until all erasures are recovered. In case
if no erasures were corrected in the current iteration, one erasure gets randomly
resolved and the decoding proceeds further.

Figure 4.10 shows the performance of the same partially symmetric codes
(n = 512, rate-1/2, dmin ≥ 16). We choose the set B to contain 16 (out of
511 total) projections with the smallest dimensions (which we expect are more
likely to be decoded successfully). If the ML performance is not achieved, we
also plot the corresponding curve.
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Algorithm 11 PA decoder for BEC
1: procedure PADecodeBEC(y,B)
2: while There are erasures in y do
3: for α ∈ B do
4: for β ∈ F

m
2 do

5: if yβ = ε or yβ+α = ε then
6: y

(α)
β ← ε

7: else
8: y

(α)
β ← yβ + yβ+α

9: c(α) ←DecodeMAP(C(α),y(α))
10: for β ∈ F

m
2 do

11: if yβ = ε and yβ+α �= ε and c
(α)
β �= ε then

12: yβ ← c
(α)
β + yβ+α

13: if No erasures were corrected and there exists an erased position yei
then

14: Randomly resolve yei
15: return y
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Figure 4.10 – Projection-based decoding in BEC, n = 512, k = 256.

It can be seen that for small values of t the projection-based decoding
can achieve near-ML performance. However, the projections’ dimensions grow
with t, so the efficiency of this approach drops down. This is particularly
noticeable for the larger values of ε. For the Reed-Muller codes (which are fully
symmetric), ML performance is unreachable even when all 511 projections are
utilized. Note that the presented partially symmetric codes demonstrate the
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Figure 4.11 – Performance under PA-BEC, part 1

performance superior to the polar code, although the gap is not large.

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 further illustrate the performance of partially symmet-
ric codes with parameters (256, 128) and (1024, 638) when Algorithm 11 is used.
As before, 16 projections with the smallest dimensions are selected for decoding.
The performance of polar code with the same parameters, constructed for
each erasure probability, is also plotted as a reference. All considered codes
have dmin = 16 except 9-symmetric code that is identical to RM(5, 10) with
dmin = 32 and polar code that has dmin = 8. We can observe that symmetry-
based decoding achieves ML performance for n = 256. On the other hand, the
larger code length leads to near-ML performance only for small values of t and
is highly suboptimal for large values of t, especially in the more noisy region.
An interesting observation is that polar codes demonstrate ML performance,
which implies that a few other projections besides C(e0) also contribute to the
decoding process.

4.4 Polar Codes Do Not Have Many Affine
Automorphisms

Over the past few years, various researchers have studied the automorphism
group of polar codes as well as the construction of codes for permutation
decoding. These works mostly focus on the subgroups of GA(m,F2). In this
section, we show how the automorphism groups of polar codes fit into our
framework and consequently derive that polar codes cannot be invariant under
many affine automorphisms.
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Figure 4.12 – Performance under PA-BEC, part 2

4.4.1 Known Automorphisms of Polar Codes

Definition 3 ([55], Definition 3). Two monomials of the same degree are
ordered as xi0 . . . xis−1 � xj0 . . . xjs−1 if and only if for all l ∈ [s] holds il ≤ jl.
This partial order is extended to the monomials of different degrees through
divisibility.

A monomial code C is called decreasing if for any monomial xv from MC all
monomials xs � xv are also in MC. Theorem 2 in [55] states that an automor-
phism group of any decreasing monomial code contains the lower-triangular
affine group LTA(m,F2), which is a subgroup of GA(m,F2) that includes only
matrices A that are lower-triangular, and polar codes are decreasing monomial
codes [55, Theorem 1]. This is an important result that allows to compute
the number of minimum-weight codewords of polar codes. However, all per-
mutations from LTA(m,F2) correct identical error patterns in the context of
SC decoding and therefore cannot bring any performance improvement [62,
Theorem 2]. In other words, the group LTA(m,F2) is absorbed by SC decoder.

The next important step on this road can be attributed to Geiselhart et
al., who introduced a larger automorphism group that appears in decreasing
monomial codes and is actually useful for the permutation decoding [43].
Namely, decreasing monomial codes are invariant under block lower-triangular
affine group BLTA(s,m) for s = (s0, . . . , sl−1),

∑
i si = m, which is another

subgroup of GA(m,F2), where the matrix A has form

A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

A0,0 0
A1,0 A1,1

...
... . . .

Al−1,0 · · · Al−1,l−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (4.6)

where Ai,j are sj × si submatrices and all entries that lie above the blocks Ai,i

are zero. The entries of vector s can be determined from MC.
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Li et al. later proved that BLTA(s,m) is equal to the group of affine
automorphisms of decreasing monomial codes [80]. Pillet et al. also proved that
if s0 > 1, then the group BLTA((2, 1, . . . , 1),m) is absorbed by SC decoder
[81]. The size of BLTA(s,m) can be computed as

|BLTA(s,m)| = 2m
l−1∏
i=0

(
2siγi

si−1∏
j=0

(
2si − 2j

))
, (4.7)

where γi =
∑

j<i si [43]. In case of s = (1, . . . , 1) it is equal to |LTA(m)| =
2

m(m−1)
2

+m and for s = (m) it coincides with |GA(m,F2)| ≈ 0.29 · 2m2+m [56].

4.4.2 New Restrictions on the Size of the
Automorphism Group.

The existing results state that the group of affine automorphisms of polar codes
is BLTA(s,m), although no constraints on the values si are reported. In this
section, we demonstrate that the diagonal blocks cannot grow with m. More
precisely, we prove the following result:

Theorem 2 (Polar codes do not have many affine automorphisms). Consider
a BMS channel W and the sequence of polar codes {Cm} of rate R = I(W )
with increasing block lengths n = 2m. Then codes Cm cannot be invariant under
BLTA(s,m) s.t. there exists a block of size si that is an increasing function of
n.

Let us first show the correspondence between the invariance under permu-
tations from BLTA(s,m) and our framework of partially symmetric monomial
codes. Consider the matrix A′ which has block-permutation-diagonal form
diag(P0, . . . ,Pl−1), i.e., all its non-diagonal blocks are zero and all submatrices
A′

i,i are some si × si permutation matrices Pi:

A′ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
P0 0

P1
...

... . . .
0 · · · Pl−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

Matrix A′ belongs to BLTA(s,m). Observe that it has a block-permutation
structure and consequently is an element of the group Pm of m×m permutation
matrices. Authors in [43] and [81] already noted that if a code is invariant
under BLTA(s,m), it is sl−1-symmetric, which corresponds to the topmost
step of the SC recursion. In fact, we can prove even stronger result:

Theorem 3. Consider the code C which is invariant under BLTA(s,m) and
define the set of codes that appear at level νi =

∑
j>i sj of the SC recursion

φ(C, i) = {C({−,+}νi )}.
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1, x0, x1, x2, x3, x0x2, x0x3

1, x2, x3 1, x1, x2, x3

∅ 1, x2, x3 1 1, x2, x3

Figure 4.13 – Code decomposition tree

Then for i < l any element of φ(C, i) is a si-symmetric code.

Proof. Recall that the standard SC schedule implies that the recursion starts
from the derivative ∂/∂x0 and ends with the length-1 codes after taking the
derivative ∂/∂xm−1 and the action of group Pm corresponds to the permutation
of variables {x0, . . . , xm−1} or, equivalently, to the change of order in which the
SC decoder takes the derivatives. At level νi of the standard SC schedule we
have a code C({−,+}νi ) that is by definition an element of φ(C, i) and we need to
take the derivative w.r.t. variable xνi+1. The invariance under permutations of
form diag(I0, . . . , Ii−1,Pi, Ii+1, . . . , Il−1) tells us that the derivative w.r.t. any
of si variables {xνi+1, . . . , xνi+si} gives the same code and therefore C({−,+}νi )
is a si-symmetric code.

Example 5. Consider the (16, 9) code C with

MC = {1, x0, x1, x2, x3, x0x2, x0x3},

which is invariant under BLTA((2, 1, 1), 4). Figure 4.13 demonstrates the
generating sets of codes C(−−), C(−+), C(+−) and C(++) that appear at the second
level of SC recursions and form the set φ(C, 0). We have s0 = 2 and it is easy
to verify that all these codes are invariant under the permutations on variables
x2 and x3, i.e., are 2-symmetric.

Now we use this result in order to prove Theorem 2.

4.4.3 Proof of Theorem 2.

We prove by contradiction. Assume that code C is invariant under the action
of group BLTA(s,m) with a diagonal block of size si that grows with m.
Then from Theorem 3 it follows that any code C(j) ∈ φ(C, i), j ∈ {−,+}νi is
si-symmetric and using (4.5) we conclude that the rate of C(−,j) is smaller that
the rate of C(j) by at most O

(
1√
si

)
.

Recall that a polar code by construction is a Plotkin concatenation of two
polar codes for the corresponding synthetic channels W (−) and W (+), where
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I(W (−)) < I(W ) and I(W (−)) > I(W ) when I(W ) /∈ {0, 1}. Applying this
definition recursively, we get that code C(j) needs to be a polar code constructed
for the channel W (j) and its derivative w.r.t. xνi is a polar code for the channel
W (−,j). We know from [82] that the ratio of non-perfectly polarized synthetic
channels scales as Θ(2−m/μ), where μ is a polar scaling exponent. The code C(j)
has length 2m−νi and therefore the difference between R(C(−,j)) and I(W (−,j))
is at most Θ(2−(m−νi)/μ).

Let us now compare the statements from two paragraphs. Partial symmetry
of code C(j) gives us an upper bound

R(C(j))−R(C(−,j)) ≤ O

(
1√
si

)
. (4.8)

On the other hand, from the nested property of polar codes it follows that

R(C(j))−R(C(−,j)) ≥ I(W (j))− I(W (−,j))−Θ(2−(m−νi)/μ). (4.9)

We can use again the result from [82] that states that for any interval [a, b],
where a, b ∈ (0, 1), the number of channels with capacities that fall into this
interval is Θ(2m(1−1/μ)). Therefore, for any interval [a, b] there exists a channel
W (j) s.t. I(W (j)) ∈ [a, b] and consequently

I(W (j))− I(W (−,j)) ≥ min
Ŵ :I(Ŵ )∈[a,b]

(
I(Ŵ )− I(Ŵ (−))

)
> 0,

where the second inequality holds trivially for any fixed pair of values a, b ∈
(0, 1). Hence, we have an upper bound (4.8) that converges to zero because by
assumption si is an increasing function of m and a lower bound (4.9) that is
bounded away from zero, which gives us the contradiction.
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Private communication over shared network infrastructure is of fundamental
importance to the modern world. Classically, shared secrets cannot be created
with information-theoretic security; real-world key exchange protocols rely
on unproven conjectures about the computational intractability of certain
operations. Quantum theory, however, promises that measurements on two
correlated quantum systems can yield identical outcomes that are fundamentally
unpredictable to any third party. This possibility of generating secret correlated
outcomes at a distance forms the basic idea of quantum key distribution (QKD)
[84, 85, 86]. Importantly, the security guarantees provided by QKD are unique
in that they do not rely on the assumption that the adversary has limited
computational power. Rather, the only required assumptions are that (i)
quantum theory is correct, (ii) the parties can isolate their systems to prevent
information leaking to an adversary, (iii) they can privately choose random
classical inputs to their quantum devices, and (iv) they can process classical
information on trusted computers.

Existing QKD systems rely on an additional assumption that is hard to
satisfy in practice: they require the devices used to distribute the key to be
accurately characterised [85, 86]. Generally, both the structure of the quantum
states involved (e.g., their dimension) and the nature of the measurements
[87] must be accurately known, i.e., the quantum devices are assumed to be
trusted and to maintain perfect calibration. Deviations from the expected
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behaviour can be difficult to detect, which has been exploited in a number
of demonstrations where real-world QKD systems were compromised [88, 89,
90, 91, 92]. So-called measurement-device-independent QKD protocols permit
untrusted measurement devices to be used as part of the system but still require
well-characterised sources [93, 94, 95, 96, 97].

Device-independent QKD (DIQKD) protocols [98, 99, 100, 101] make no
additional assumptions about the physical apparatus. According to Bell’s
theorem, we can guarantee that two systems produce outcomes that share
exclusive correlations without knowing how these outcomes are produced, while
preventing a third party from knowing these results [102]. This remarkable fact
can be used to construct key distribution protocols with security guarantees
independent of any assumption about the inner workings of the quantum devices.
Imperfections, which might lead to key leakage in conventional QKD, instead
just result in the protocol aborting. This enhanced security, however, comes at
the cost of far more stringent experimental requirements. The certifiable amount
of private information directly depends on the size of a Bell inequality violation,
necessitating a platform capable of distributing and measuring high-quality
entangled states and closing the detection loophole. To successfully extract a
shared key by using state-of-the-art devices, a tight theoretical analysis and an
efficient classical post-processing pipeline are needed, in particular, regarding
finite-size effects resulting from practical limits on the number of measurements.
Despite significant theoretical progress [103, 99, 104, 105, 100, 101, 106, 107,
108, 109, 110, 111] a practical demonstration of these protocols has remained
out of reach.

The work [83] reports the first experimental demonstration of device-
independent quantum key distribution with a concrete protocol. Our con-
tribution is the design of an error-correction scheme that is required at the
post-processing step in order to ensure that both parties have the identical
keys. In the subsequent sections, we first introduce the DIQKD protocol then
proceed to the description of the error-correction scheme.

5.1 Device-Independent Quantum Key
Distribution

Our DIQKD protocol is summarized in Fig. 5.1. It follows a similar general
structure, as most DIQKD protocols proposed thus far [112, 113, 101]. The
protocol involves two distant parties, Alice and Bob, who initially share a secret
key K0. The purpose of the protocol is to create a shared secret key K1 that is
longer than K0 by performing n ∈ N successive measurements on distributed
quantum systems that are followed by post-processing steps. The protocol is
successful when both parties are confident that their copy of K1 is sound. The
protocol depends on the following parameters that are fixed before its start: the
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Verify Bell violation

Key activation

Authentication

Privacy amplification

Protocol parameters

Private randomness

Data acquisition

Pre-shared key

Basis revelation

Error correction

Verify error correction

Bob computes an encrypted tag GB for T using K0 and an unconditionally 
secure message authentication code and sends it to Alice.

Alice verifies the tag and sends C = 1 to Bob if it matches the earlier 
communication, C = 0 if it does not.

Alice similarly computes a tag GA for (X, GEC, C) and sends it to Bob.
Bob defines F = 1 if the tag matches and C = 1, F = 0 otherwise. 

Alice and Bob apply a strong randomness extractor with a seed from K0

to A and Ã to obtain KA and KB.

Alice computes syndrome M of A (length m) and sends it to Bob.
Bob reconstructs a guess Ã of A.

Fix protocol parameters n, , m, thr before starting.

Alice and Bob share a key K0.

Alice holds X = (Xi)i sampled according to P(Xi = 0) = P(Xi = 1) = 1/2.
Bob holds Y = (Yi)i with P(Yi = 0) = P(Yi = 1) = /2 and P(Yi = 2) = 1 − 

For every round i  {1, …, n}:
» Alice and Bob wait for the heralding signal, then disconnect the link.
» Bob computes Ti = (Yi ≠ 2) and sends Ti to Alice.

If Ti = 0, Alice overrides Xi and sets it to 0.
» Alice and Bob apply settings Xi and Yi and record the

measurement results as Ai and Bi .

Alice sends X to Bob.

Alice computes an encrypted hash GEC of A using K0 and sends it to Bob.
Bob computes the hash G̃EC of Ã. If G̃EC ≠ GEC, the protocol aborts.

Bob sends F to Alice.

Bob computes a tag GF for F using K0 and sends it to Alice.
Alice verifies the tag; if it does not match or F = 0, the protocol aborts.

If Bob, considering only rounds i with Ti = 1, finds that
∑i (Ai  Bi ≠ Xi  · Yi) > n (1 − thr), the protocol aborts.

Alice Bob

K0

X
Y

× n

X

M

GEC

GA

Ti

F

C

Key concatenation Alice removes the used bits from K0 and defines K′A by appending KA. 
Bob does the same to get K′B.

Xi

Ai

Yi

Bi

GB

GF

Figure 5.1 – DIQKD protocol structure. Before the protocol begins, the
number of rounds n, the probability γ of each round being chosen to be Bell
test round, an acceptance threshold ωthr for the CHSH winning probability,
and the length m of the error-correction syndrome are fixed. An initial key K0,
mostly reusable, is required to seed the privacy amplification and authentication
algorithms and is also used as a one-time pad to encrypt a few short messages
(indicated using a key symbol). The arrows indicate the classical messages
exchanged between the parties, bold-letter strings consisting of multiple bits,
χ the indicator function with χ(P ) = 1 if P is true and 0 otherwise. Alice’s
input Xi = 0 is chosen both for the key and test generation rounds, whereas
Bob’s input Yi = 2 is used exclusively for the key generation rounds.

testing probability γ ∈ (0, 1), the total number of rounds n ∈ N, the threshold
CHSH winning probability ωthr ∈

(
3
4
, 1+1/

√
2

2

]
, and the syndrome length m.

The protocol has three phases that are denoted in Fig. 5.1 in different colors.

The first phase of the protocol is the data acquisition, which consists of n
sequential rounds. Any round is either a Bell test round or a key generation
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round. For the former, Alice and Bob randomly select inputs Xi, Yi ∈ {0, 1}
that are implemented so that the outcomes Ai, Bi ∈ {0, 1} maximize the
probability of winning the CHSH game[114] Ai ⊕ Bi = Xi · Yi. A winning
probability ω, customarily expressed in terms of the CHSH score S = 4 (2ω−1),
tightly bounds the information any adversary can have about the outcomes.
For the latter, the inputs are fixed to Xi = 0 and Yi = 2, maximising output
correlations as quantified by a low quantum bit error rate Q = P (Ai �=
Bi|Xi = 0, Yi = 2). Bell test rounds contribute to the security of the protocol,
but the corresponding outcomes Ai, Bi are weakly correlated, which increases
the amount of information that needs to be revealed. On the contrary, key
generation rounds do not participate in the security but have a much higher
correlation between Ai and Bi, hence less information is needed for the successful
reconciliation. Bob randomly chooses between the round types after the links are
disconnected, choosing Bell test rounds with probability γ, and communicates
this choice to Alice, which avoids sifting (discarding of rounds with mismatched
measurement bases). The parties keep private records of their measurement
settings X = (X1, . . . , Xn) and Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn), as well as the outcomes
A = (A1, . . . , An) and B = (B1, . . . , Bn).

In the second phase, Alice and Bob need to verify the CHSH score and to
extract a shared key from the noisy output correlations. Alice openly sends
her inputs X to Bob, along with an extra string M, which enables Bob to
reconstruct a copy Ã of Alice’s outcomes A. Now holding XYÃB, Bob is able
to verify whether the CHSH score achieved during the Bell test rounds exceeds
a pre-agreed threshold. If this is not the case, or if the reconstruction of Ã
fails, the security might be compromised, hence the protocol aborts. Otherwise,
the parties proceed to the third phase and locally process the outcomes A and
Ã to extract identical final keys, with a guaranteed, arbitrarily low, bound on
the information leaked to any adversary.

The length of the final key depends on the amount of information revealed,
as part of the protocol, through the classical messages exchanged by the parties.
Therefore, the length of string M should be as small as possible. Asymptotically,
the cost of reconciliation per round is given by H(A|XYB); this is the entropy
of Alice’s outcomes conditioned on the knowledge of inputs and Bob’s outcomes.
This reconciliation is in the presence of finite statistics. However, it comes at
a high price, and the best algorithms are often not realizable in practice. In
fact, all finite-statistics DIQKD analyses have, so far, assumed computationally
intractable error-correction schemes with decodings involving hash pre-image
computations [100, 101, 115, 116].
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Xi

Yi 0 1 2

0
(

0.415(1) 0.0688(5)
0.0961(6) 0.420(1)

) (
0.439(1) 0.0805(6)
0.0735(5) 0.4068(10)

) (
0.5017(5) 0.00339(6)
0.0110(1) 0.4839(5)

)

1
(
0.3928(10) 0.0916(6)
0.0851(6) 0.431(1)

) (
0.0820(6) 0.437(1)
0.3970(10) 0.0841(6)

)
—

Table 5.1 – Empirical probabilities of observing classical outcome (Ai, Bi)
for measurements settings (Xi, Yi). Matrix rows represent Alice’s outcomes,
and columns those of Bob. The probabilities are estimated from the 1 920 000
total characterisation rounds, with the multinomial standard errors given
in parentheses. Alice’s classical outcomes were inverted, giving maximum
correlations for the key generation settings X = 0, Y = 2 and maximizing the
probability that Ai ⊕ Bi = Xi · Yi in Bell test rounds.

5.2 Data model

Table 5.1 demonstrates the experimental results after 1 920 000 data acquisition
rounds. We have four distributions P (A,B|0, 0), P (A,B|0, 1), P (A,B|1, 0)
and P (A, 1 − B|1, 1) corresponding to the test rounds and one distribution
P (A,B|0, 2) that corresponds to the key rounds. It is reasonable, from practical
point of view, to make a simpler model. The distributions corresponding to the
key rounds are similar to each other, and we condense them, i.e., we assume
that samples during the key rounds come from the same distribution

P ′(A,B) = (P (A,B|0, 0) + P (A,B|0, 1) + P (A,B|1, 0) + P (A, 1− B|1, 1))/4,

and we also define P ′′(A,B) = P (A,B|0, 2). For numeric simulations, we also
consider even simpler model, which is characterized two parameters S and Q,
respectively, corresponding to the CHSH Bell violation and quantum bit error
rate (QBER). In this model, we assume that the statistics in the test rounds
satisfy

P (A,B|0, 0) = P (A,B|0, 1) = P (A,B|1, 0) = P (A, 1−B|1, 1) = 1 + (−1)A⊕BS/4

4
(5.1)

and that the statistics in the key rounds are sampled according to

P (A,B|0, 2) = δA,B − (−1)A⊕BQ

2
. (5.2)

5.3 Error Correction in DIQKD

In the second phase of the DIQKD protocol, described in Section 5.1, Alice
and Bob end up with their measurements Ai and Bi, and Alice sends her
measurement settings Xi. We also assume that Alice also sends a single
message M of length m, and the goal of Bob is to recover the string A from
the knowledge of B,X,Y and M. The length m of the communicated message
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IID Source
Alice Bob

Syndrome
encoder

Error-free
transmission

Decoding

Figure 5.2 – Overall error-correction setting: asymmetric Slepian-Wolf coding.
Strings A and B are jointly sampled from a distribution P (A,B) and given to
two distinct parties, Alice and Bob. The purpose is for Bob to end up with a
copy of Alice’s string A, while exchanging only a ‘short’ message M.

has to be as small as possible, as it is revealed in public hence reduces the
Alice’s key secrecy.

The setting is equivalent to a Slepian-Wolf scheme with asymmetric coding
[117], which also states that the overhead η = m/n can be as small as H(A|B).
In [118] it is shown that this limit is achievable with binary linear codes by
using the simple procedure presented at Fig. 5.2. A and B are considered
as samples from the correlated source, which is described by the joint prob-
ability distribution P (A,B). Consider a noisy channel transforming A into
B, described by the conditional distribution P (B|A) = P (A,B)

P (A)
and a binary

linear code C, which achieves the capacity of this channel, of length n and
rate R = 1 − m/n. The message M is generated by taking a m × n parity
check matrix H of C and computing the syndrome M = HA. Then A can
be almost always recovered from the pair (B,M). Note that this formulation
was initially proved for the case, when P (B|A) corresponds to a symmetric
channel and the input distribution P (A) is uniform. However, the recent result
[119] confirms the achievability of H(A|B) limit for the general setting, i.e., for
arbitrary distributions P (A) and P (B|A).

The challenge here is to develop an error-correcting code for the given
P (A,B) that performs close to the asymptotic limits under low-complexity
decoding algorithm. In Section 5.2, we introduce the simplified model for
describing P (A,B). Therefore, another requirement is that the code is rather
insensitive to the noise specificities. The universality of the code, which makes
it optimal for all distributions P (A,B) with the same value of H(A|B), is
highly desirable.
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5.3.1 Concrete Setting

As discussed in Sec. 5.2, the honest model for our setup includes five sources
of outcomes for Alice and Bob, corresponding to each choice of measurement
setting; and the corresponding distributions are combined so that we have only
P ′(A,B) that corresponds to the test rounds and P ′′(A,B) that corresponds
to the key rounds. In the case when P ′ and P ′′ are parameterized in terms of
the Bell value S and the QBER Q only, this model defines the transmission
through a mixture of two BSCs with different crossover probabilities. The Bell
test rounds correspond to a BSC with crossover probability δ′ = 4−S

8
and are

on average sampled γn times. Key generation rounds correspond to a BSC
with crossover probability δ′′ = Q that is on average sampled (1− γ)n times.
Therefore, we need to deal with the transmission of approximately γn samples
through a BSC with bit flip probability δ′ and with approximately (1 − γ)n
samples through a BSC with bit flip probability δ′′. Although the exact number
of samples transmitted through each channel is a random variable, the total
number of the transmitted samples is guaranteed to be n.

Remark. Note the difference with a classical coding setting, where a fixed-
length bit string is transmitted through the channel.

The simplified model enables us to estimate the minimum achievable length
m of the syndrome M for a finite number of samples n. Assume that the
transmission takes place through BSC(δ) and that the error-correction scheme
fails with probability ε. Then, [120, Eq. (289)] gives the effective finite-size
channel capacity C(n, δ) as

n · C(n, δ) =n(1− h(δ))−
√
nδ(1− δ) log2

1− δ

δ
Q−1(ε)

+
1

2
log2(n) +O(1),

(5.3)

where n is the length of the “transmitted” bit string (which in our model is B),
h(x) is the binary entropy function, ε is the error-correction failure probability
and Q(x) =

∫∞
x

1√
2π
e−t

2/2dt = 1
2

(
1− erf(x/

√
2)
)
. The minimum length of the

syndrome is then
mBSC(n, δ) = n(1− C(n, δ)). (5.4)

Therefore, for our mixture of BSC(δ′) and BSC(δ′′), the estimated minimum
syndrome length is

m̃(n) = mBSC(γn, δ
′) +mBSC((1− γ)n, δ′′). (5.5)

In practice, we can choose one of two strategies. We can either construct two
codes C ′ and C ′′ to independently process strings that correspond to BSC(δ′)
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and BSC(δ′′), or we can use a single code C and jointly handle these strings.
From (5.3), it is clear that the larger length reduces the required overhead for
error-free performance, hence we can expect joint decoding to perform better
in practice. Moreover, in our protocol the number of samples corresponding to
BSC(δ′) is a random variable with mean γn hence, during the protocol after
the number of test rounds is established, we need to adapt the length of codes
C ′ and C ′′. Using a single code solves this problem since the total number of
rounds n is fixed and therefore the length of C.

5.4 Practical Coding Approaches

For a practical application, we need an error-correcting code that is capacity-
achieving under low-complexity decoding algorithm. As we operate in the
finite-length regime, we would also like to achieve a finite-length performance
close to theoretical limits. The simplicity of the code construction is an
additional advantage, due to the possible changes in the experimental setting.
There are three reasonable choices that we can use: low-density parity-check
(LDPC) codes, spatially-coupled LDPC (SC-LDPC) codes, and polar codes.

Polar codes [25] have low-complexity encoding and decoding procedures, but
the codes have several issues. Perhaps most importantly, the code construction
is channel-dependent, i.e., any change in γ,Q, S or the significant difference
in actual distributions P ′(A,B) and P ′′(A,B) from our model will require a
separate optimization step. Another problem is that, although the optimal code
has gap to the asymptotic value that scales as Θ( 1√

n
) (it follows from (5.3)),

for polar codes it is at least of order Θ( 1
n1/3.579 ) [121]. This is significantly worse

and implies that their finite-length performance is rather far from theoretical
limits.

The LDPC codes were introduced in the early 1960s [12]. They are de-
scribed as dual spaces of some sparse matrices that typically have a simple
structure. The sparsity of this matrix gives rise to a low-complexity iterative
belief propagation (BP) decoding algorithm. It is possible to compute the
asymptotic performance of LDPC codes under BP decoding [18]. Although
LDPC codes can achieve the capacity of BSC under computationally unfeasible
maximum likelihood (ML) decoding [122], their BP thresholds, i.e., the largest
channel error probability that can be corrected by BP decoder with infinite
number of iterations, are typically not capacity-achieving. There exist some
code constructions that come close to the asymptotic limits [123], but the
optimization for certain channels (such as a mixture of two BSCs in our setting)
might be nontrivial. In the case of the binary erasure channel (the receiver
either gets the transmitted bit correctly with probability 1− ε or receives an
erasure symbol "ε" with probability ε), the LDPC codes achieve capacity with
linear decoding complexity [124, 125, 126]. The optimal scaling behavior of
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the LDPC codes is established for the erasure channel and conjectured for the
general channels [127].

SC-LDPC codes are constructed as a chain of LDPC codes that are coupled
together. It was observed numerically in [22] and proved in [24] that the
BP threshold of the SC-LDPC codes converges to the ML threshold of the
underlying LDPC code. Furthermore, they achieve capacity universally, i.e., a
code of rate R enables the error-free transmission through any channel with
a capacity greater than R when the code length grows to infinity. Another
advantage of the SC-LDPC codes is the simplicity of the code construction,
as it is much easier to find the LDPC codes that are capacity achieving under
ML decoding than to optimize LDPC codes so that their BP threshold is close
to capacity. Concerning the scaling of the SC-LDPC codes, [128] gives an
estimate of Θ( 1

n1/3 ) by using a heuristic argument, but nothing else is known.
As the SC-LDPC codes build on LDPC codes, in the following paragraphs, we
describe the LDPC codes then proceed to the SC-LDPC codes.

5.4.1 LDPC Codes

An LDPC code of length n and dimension k is defined as a dual space of binary
(n− k)× n full-rank parity-check matrix H that needs to be sparse. A code
is called (dv, dc)-regular if each row of H contains exactly dc ones and each
column exactly dv ones, otherwise it is irregular. The matrix H is typically
represented as a Tanner graph that is a bipartite graph that consists of check
and variable nodes that correspond to the rows and columns of H. If Hi,j = 1,
then check node i and variable node j are connected by an edge. In Tanner
graph representation, dv and dc become the degrees of variable and check nodes.

One way to construct good LDPC codes of variable length is to use a
protograph construction [129]. A protograph with design rate R = 1− nc/nv

is a small bipartite graph with partitions of size nc and nv that correspond to
check and variable nodes, respectively. A code of length n = Mnv is obtained
by applying a lifting procedure with lifting factor M . This procedure can be
described as follows. Take the nc × nv biadjacency matrix Z of the protograph
and replace its zeros with M ×M all-zero matrices and ones with random
M ×M permutation matrices Πi,j. The resulting code has length Mnv and
rate R ≥ 1−nc/nv. In practice, for random matrices Πi,j this inequality almost
always becomes an equality [129]. The advantage of the protograph-based
LDPC codes is that their properties, such as BP decoding threshold, can be
derived directly from protographs [129].

Example 6. Consider the (2, 3)-regular LDPC code. The corresponding pro-
tograph is given at Figure 5.3, and its biadjacency matrix can be written as

Z =

(
1 1 1
1 1 1

)
. The lifting process for M = 3 is given at figures 5.4a-5.4b.
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+ +

Figure 5.3 – (2,3)-regular protograph. Three vertices are connected to two
check nodes.

+ + + + + +

(a) Lifting with M = 3: vertices and check nodes are split into three copies, with
connections following the original topology.

+ + + + + +

(b) Tanner graph of lifted (2, 3)-regular LDPC code. The mapping between check
and variable nodes, within connections compatible with the protograph, is random.

5.4.2 SC-LDPC Codes

A spatially coupled protograph is obtained by chaining together L copies of
LDPC protographs, where L is called the coupling factor. We assign time index
t to each of these copies. Suppose a check node ci and a variable node vj in a
protograph are connected with Zi,j edges. Then we spread these edges forward,
i.e., we connect Zi,j edges from node vj at time t to check nodes cj at time
t, t+1, . . . , t+w, where w is called coupling width. For a regular protograph, it
is reasonable to take w = dv − 1. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the process for
a (3,6)-regular protograph. An SC-LDPC code is then obtained by applying
the lifting procedure described earlier for a spatially-coupled protograph.

Let us now compute the rate of the obtained SC-LDPC code. We take L
copies of the original protograph and chain them together. The number of
variable nodes is now fixed hence the code length is Lnv. A coupling width w
means that variable nodes of the protograph at position t are also connected
to the check nodes of protographs at positions t+ 1, . . . , t+ w, hence we need
to add extra wnc check nodes in addition to the Lnc that we already have.
Therefore, the resulting SC-LDPC code has rate

R = 1− (L+ w)nc

Lnv

= 1− (1 + (dv − 1)/L)nc

nv

. (5.6)
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c0

v0

v1

+ + + . . .

Figure 5.5 – Uncoupled (3,6)-regular protographs. Each variable node has
degree 3 and each check node has degree 6. Although there are duplicate edges
in the protograph, there will be none in the code after the coupling and lifting
steps.

c0

v0

v1

+ + + . . .

Figure 5.6 – Spatially coupled (3,6)-regular LDPC ensemble, w = 2

5.4.3 Belief Propagation Decoding

Assume that we constructed some LDPC code C with a parity check matrix
H. Recall that, in our setting, Bob has the string B = (B1, . . . , Bn) and
wants to reconstruct the string A = (A1, . . . , An) from the knowledge of B, the
syndrome M = (M1, . . . ,Mm) = HA, and from the joint distribution P (A,B).
Therefore, the goal of the decoder is to find

Ã = arg max
Â: HÂ=M

n∏
i=1

P (A = Âi, B = Bi|Xi, Yi). (5.7)

The straightforward procedure is to check all possible codewords of C and
to return the most probable. However, the number of codewords increases
as 2k, where k is the code dimension. This quickly makes such a procedure
unfeasible, hence there is a need for low-complexity algorithms.

Belief propagation is an iterative algorithm that makes use of the sparsity of
the parity-check matrix H and, for constant (dv, dc), has running time O(Nit ·n),
where Nit is a number of decoding iterations performed. Let

l = (l1, . . . , ln), li = ln
P (Ai = 0, Bi)

P (Ai = 1, Bi)
(5.8)

be the logarithmic reliability ratios vector corresponding to the vector B. The
prior knowledge of which bits have error probability δ′ and which have error
probability δ′′ is incorporated in li by appropriately setting the corresponding
probabilities P (Ai = 0, Bi) and P (Ai = 1, Bi). The recovery of Ã can be
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performed by an iterative exchange of messages between variable and check
nodes of the Tanner graph of the code. The messages at iteration i are defined
as follows [130, 131]:

μ(i)
v→c =

{
lv, i = 0

lv +
∑

c′∈Cv\{c} μ
(i)
c′→v, i > 0

(5.9)

μ(i)
c→v = 2 tanh−1

⎛
⎝(−1)Mc

∏
v′∈Vc\{v}

tanh(μ
(i−1)
v′→c/2)

⎞
⎠ , (5.10)

where the set Cv contains indices of check nodes, incident to the variable node
v, and Vc contains indices of variable nodes, incident to the check node c. After
Nit iterations we can obtain the string Ã = (Ã1, . . . , Ãn) as follows:

Ãv =
1− xv

2
, xv = sgn(lv +

∑
c∈Cv

μ(Nit)
c→v ), (5.11)

where xv are the hard-decision values corresponding to the posterior log-
likelihood ratios from the decoder. For the SC-LDPC codes with underlying
(dv, dc)-regular LDPC codes, if dv ≥ 3, the error probability is expected to
decrease doubly exponentially with decoding iterations [129]. There exist
various improvements of this algorithm in the literature for general LDPC
codes [132, 133], as well as for SC-LDPC codes [134, 135]. However, in the
literature, there is no analysis of the behaviour of the SC-LDPC codes under
such decoders for non-erasure channels, hence we use the standard BP algorithm,
which is provably good, for our experiments. The similar lack of theoretical
analysis exists with early termination schemes that seek to find a criterion
when the decoding process can be stopped.

5.5 Simulations

In the asymptotic setting with infinite block length, the smallest achievable
overhead is a Slepian-Wolf limit

η̃∞ = γH ′(A|B) + (1− γ)H ′′(A|B), (5.12)

where H ′ and H ′′ are the entropies corresponding to the distributions P ′(A,B)
and P ′′(A,B), defined in Section 5.2. Although the existing theory predicts good
asymptotic behaviour of the SC-LDPC codes, their finite-length performance
is well studied only for the case of the erasure channel. Our setting with the
transmission through a mixture of two channels makes the analysis even more
complicated. In case of our simplified model, using (5.5) we get

η̃(n) =
m̃(n)

n
. (5.13)
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Note that this is the best achievable overhead. The actual code construction can
have an overhead loss due to different factors, such as the length and overhead
adaptation. Therefore, we use numeric simulations in order to estimate its
performance.

The simulation setting for the error-correction part can be described as
follows. Assume that the length n and the error-correction overhead η = m/n
are fixed. Then we choose the base protograph with the design rate close
to 1− η; this is then followed by the coupling and lifting process, where the
coupling factor is fixed as L = 80 (SC-LDPC codes are optimal for L→∞, but
in practice we just choose a sufficiently high number). Note that the resulting
code has slightly larger length n′ (as it is a multiple of the lifting factor) and
overhead η′ (due to coupling). Hence, to finish the code construction, we need
to remove some variable and check nodes from the Tanner graph in a way that
keeps the spatial coupling advantage (which comes from low-degree check nodes
at the sides of the chain). We use the simple and rather efficient strategy that
can be described as follows:

1. Remove n′ − n variable nodes with the smallest degrees (the node is less
reliable if it has a small degree)

2. Choose two sets of (η′ − η)n checks with the largest degrees and perform
pairwise merging, i.e., replace every pair of nodes c, c′ with a new node
c′′ s.t. Vc′′ = Vc ∪ Vc′ .

Our experiments show that if the target values n and η are not too far from
n′ and η′, this construction performs rather well. Before the decoding process,
the string is shuffled so that noisier bits become more evenly distributed in the
codeword. Note that the shuffling pattern is known to the decoder, hence it
can correctly assign the reliabilities.

5.5.1 Numeric Results

The performance of the error-correction scheme is first tested for the simplified
model and then on the more realistic one. For the simplified model, we consider
two sets of parameters that will be further denoted as Ψ0 and Ψ1:

1. Ψ0: γ = 0.08, S = 2.6192, Q = 0.015

2. Ψ1: γ = 0.08, S = 2.6192, Q = 0.02.
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Figure 5.7 – Performance of the error-correction scheme for model Ψ0

The more realistic model, which we will denote as Ψ2, has γ = 13/256 and the
probability distributions for test and key rounds are

P ′(A,B) =

(
0.41638569 0.08054036
0.08811974 0.4149542

)
, (5.14)

P ′′(A,B) =

(
0.4906533 0.00669439
0.01720901 0.4854433

)
. (5.15)

The asymptotic overheads for the considered models are η̃∞0 ≈ 0.1565, η̃∞1 ≈
0.1832 and η̃∞2 ≈ 0.1847, respectively.

We performed numeric simulations to observe the performance of the de-
signed scheme for our models and total lengths n ∈ {30000, 100000, 300000,
1000000, 5000000}. We used two protographs, (9, 45)-regular code with design
rate 1 − 1/5 and (9, 36)-regular code with design rate 1 − 1/4, for the code
construction. The former is selected for model Ψi and length nj if the largest
simulated overhead for this scenario does not exceed 0.2 and the latter does so
otherwise. In our experiments, the simulated overheads did not exceed 0.25,
hence it is sufficient to consider only these two codes. The total number of BP
iterations was set to Nit = 3000.

Figures 5.7-5.9 demonstrate the results. Note that, whereas in typical coding
scenario we have a fixed code that is evaluated over a range of different channel
parameters, here we face an opposite situation, where the channel is fixed and
the code is evaluated for a range of different overhead values. The curves are
not very smooth, which we attribute to our overhead adaptation procedure. It
can be seen that the code performance gets very close to the asymptotic limit.
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Figure 5.8 – Performance of the error-correction scheme for model Ψ1
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Figure 5.9 – Performance of the error-correction scheme for model Ψ2
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In particular, for the model Ψ2, we can see that the error-correction procedure
succeeds in most cases for overheads larger than η∗2 = 0.196. This is only 6%
larger than the asymptotic value η̃∞ ≈ 0.1847, given by Eq. (5.12), and it is
3.7% larger than η̃(5e6) ≈ 0.189, given by Eq. (5.13).

Let us now demonstrate the threshold performance of the considered code
construction, i.e., the amount of “extra” overhead we need, in addition to the
asymptotic value for the string reconstruction for finite block length n, and how
this amount decreases with n. As we are in the finite-length setting, we define
the threshold as the smallest overhead η such that the failure probability of
the error-correction scheme is smaller than some fixed value ε∗. Let us denote
the gap function as

g(η) = η − η̃∞. (5.16)

Figure 5.10 demonstrates the behavior of g(η) for our models Ψ0,Ψ1 and
Ψ2 for the failure probability ε∗ = 0.1. Observe that all models demonstrate a
similar convergence, despite the differences between them; this which confirms
the universality of our code construction. For reference, we also put the curve,
corresponding to (5.13) for the setting γ = 13/256, S = 2.6507, Q = 0.0239, that
we can consider as a lower bound on the achievable overhead. We also compare
our simulation results to the error-correction schemes previously considered for
DIQKD. These schemes do not admit a known efficient decoding algorithm
hence are not suited for practical purpose and represent only a theoretical
interest. We consider, in particular, the bound from [136, 115]:

mAFRV = n · η̃∞ + min
0≤ε′≤ε∗

4 log(2
√
2 + 1)

√
2n log

(
8

ε′2

)
+ log

(
8

ε′2
+

2

2− ε′

)
+ log

(
1

ε∗ − ε′

)
(5.17)

and the one from [116]:

mTSBSRSL = n·η̃∞+ min
0≤ε′≤ε∗

2 log(5)

√
n log

(
2

ε′2

)
+2 log

(
1

ε∗ − ε′

)
+4. (5.18)

It is clear, in Fig. 5.10, that our construction achieves overhead smaller than
the AFRV bound, and it achieves an overhead comparable to the TSBSRSL
bound, which is achieved with the actual numeric experiments and practical
low-complexity decoding algorithm. Note that it also follows from the figure
that the proposed SC-LDPC scheme has the scaling that is rather close to the
heuristic estimate of O(n−1/3).

Finally, we note that the results of our simulations in Fig. 5.10 yield a critical
threshold that is systematically shifted from the bound given in Eq. (5.13).
This can be attributed to the fact that scaling depends on the lifting factor M
more than on the total block length n.
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Figure 5.10 – Convergence of the code performance: gap to the asymptotic
limit as a function of the block length for the failure probability ε∗ = 0.1.





Conclusions 6
In this chapter, we conclude the thesis and discuss the potential research
directions.

6.1 Symmetries of Polar-Like Codes

In Chapters 3 and 4, we have studied the framework of polar-like codes; it
extends to all length-2m binary linear codes. Our main tools are the Plotkin
(u|u+ v) decomposition of the code and the Boolean polynomial representation
of the codewords. Both tools are interconnected via a notion of directional
derivative of the code; this notion is defined in the Boolean function framework
and each direction corresponds to the different (u|u+v) decomposition. Another
notable connection is that the invariance under a large subgroup of general
affine group of permutations implies the existence of many derivative directions
that induce the same code.

In Chapter 3, we have focused on the Reed-Muller codes and talked about
the design of low-complexity error-correcting algorithms that utilize the large
automorphism group of the code. We have presented a variation of successive
cancellation decoder with permutations; this variation operates over the erasure
channel and outperforms the vanilla approach. For the second-order codes, we
have presented the improved decoder for the general channels.

In Chapter 4, we have taken a more theoretical look at the decoding problem.
We have introduced the notion of code symmetry and have shown that it makes
the error probability polar-like decoding fall far from the maximum likelihood
performance. The most notable examples of the symmetric codes are the

85
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Reed-Muller and eBCH codes that are well-known to have a rich algebraic
structure. However, our results extend beyond this and encompass the codes
with significantly smaller automorphism groups, which limits the attempts
to design long polar-like codes with good performance under permutation
decoding. The symmetry framework also enabled us to restrain the size of
automorphism group of polar codes. Specifically, it cannot be significantly
larger than the lower-triangular affine group.

It should be clear by now that the journey towards practical decoding
algorithms with excellent performance is far from being complete. Having a
large automorphism group is clearly beneficial for boosting the performance
of the Reed-Muller codes, compared to the standard approach, but this is
also limits the potential of their polar-like decoding. We also know that the
Reed-Muller and eBCH codes are great if we can do maximum likelihood
decoding. Therefore, the design of low-complexity algorithms that reach the
error probability of an optimal decoder remains a challenging but potentially
beneficial open problem. The second direction is related to the design of good
codes for permutation decoding. Our proof demonstrates that, in case of long
codes and affine permutations, there is not much hope. Nevertheless, the
cases of short and moderate block lengths remain feasible, as well as those of
non-affine automorphisms.

6.2 Device-Independent Quantum Key
Distribution

In Chapter 5, we have talked about the concept of device-independent quantum
key distribution. DIQKD enables the fully private communication between
parties, where the secrecy is guaranteed by quantum physics and there are no
assumptions about the structure and inner working of quantum devices being
in use. There has been much progress regarding the theoretical analysis of
various aspects of DIQKD, but the experimental demonstration remained out
of reach.

We have presented the DIQKD protocol that was successfully implemented
in practice. It was a result of collaboration with many physicists responsible
for the protocol design, security proofs, and the experimental implementation.
After the quantum part of the protocol, two parties have the bit strings that are
not perfectly correlated. The issue was solved by disclosing some information
and performing the error correction. The induced channel is non-standard and
closely resembles a mixture of two BSCs. The amount of revealed information
needs to be small in order to satisfy security guarantees. We designed the key
reconciliation solution based on SC-LDPC codes that are perfect candidates
due to their universality, to the simplicity of rate adaptation, and to the
performance close to numeric limits.
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The field of potential future research directions is vast concerning DIQKD.
Hence, we mention here just two that seem the most relevant to us. The most
important are probably related to the large-scale practical implementation
of the proposed protocol and to the further improvements of error-correction
performance. Despite being close to the finite-length coding limits, there
remains a noticeable gap that leaves an invitation for the development of more
powerful schemes.
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